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The Mission of the National Society of the 

Sons of Utah Pioneers 

 

1. Come to know our fathers and turn our 

hearts to them by studying and becoming 

acquainted with each through the various 

events and activities of the SUP. 

 

2. Preserve the memory and heritage of the 

early pioneers of the Utah territory.  We 

honor the pioneers for their faith in God, 

devotion to family, loyalty to church and 

country, hard work, and service to others, 

courage in adversity, personal integrity, 

and the unyielding determination. 

 

3. Honor present-day pioneers worldwide in 

many walks of life who exemplify these 

same qualities of character. 

 

4. Teach these same qualities to the youth 

who will be tomorrow’s pioneers. 
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FOR THE YEAR 2016 

 

 

The new officers and board members for 2016 were installed at the Chapter Board 

Meeting on December 16, 2015. The board was installed by Don Burton, National Area 

Vice President for Area 13, Utah South.  The following officers and directors served 

during 2016: 

 

President:  Bunk Robinson 

President Elect: Ralph Atkin   

Past President:  Royce Griffin   

Secretary:  Kevin Jenkins  

Treasurer:  Mel Duehlmeier   

Director:  David Summerhays      Communications 

Director:   Bryan Johnson    Community Involvement 

Director:  Dean Terry      Development/Fundraising 

Director:  Lloyd Carter    Member Services 

Director:  Leo Lyman    Pioneer History 

Director:  Durant McArthur                Trails & Markers 

Director  Russ Bateman    Technology 

Area Vice President  Don Burton 

 

 
   

 

Officers, directors and committee chairman serving during the year contributed to the 

success of the chapter.   
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Twelve (12) monthly newsletters were published during the year (by Roland Lee) and 

describe the activities planned and conducted each month.  These newsletters form the 

basis of our annual report and are included following this brief introduction on pages 6 

thru 67. 

 

Copies of the Cotton Mission Chapter organizational chart are included in the January, 

February & April Newsletters.  Copies of the membership rosters are included in the May 

and August newsletters.  A copy of the January 1, 2017 roster is also included on pages 

68 and 69 following the December newsletter. 

 

Twelve (12) board meetings were held during the year and copies of the minutes are 

included in Appendix A starting on page 70. 

 .   

Membership 

 

The year began with a total of seventy-seven (77) chapter members.  By the end of the 

year, a total of seventy-six (76) members were enrolled.  Significant efforts by chapter 

members helped to update and correct the chapter roster and recruit new members.  Two 

(2) members passed away, seven (7) moved or quit (primarily due to advanced age), one 

(1) member moved from the chapter to an at-large member status as a life-time member 

due to age and moving from the area and nine (9) new members joined the chapter.  All 

members that were willing to serve in various capacities were assigned to committees. 

 

The chapter members passing away during the year were Troy W Thornton and Harold 

Monson who were both life-time members.  Harold was memorialized by the chapter 

having his name placed on the National Sons of Utah Pioneers “In Memoriam” Board.  A 

copy of his Memoriam Certificate is included on page 6 of this report and the obituary is 

on page 67 of the newsletters.  A memoriam request has also been submitted for Troy 

Thornton.  Our long time member life member, Russ Bateman, moved from the area due 

to age limitations.  The Chapter will miss his technological help with the website and 

other chapter activities. 

 

Monthly Chapter Meetings/Activities 

 

Formal Chapter Dinner Meetings were held on the third Tuesday of the month in January, 

February, April, June, Aug, October, November and December.  A dinner was served and 

was usually accompanied by a pioneer moment-in-history and a program speaker.  The 

meetings were enjoyable, educational and informative.  Chapter Treks were held in 

March, May, August and October.  Other activities included the National Symposium, 

Cotton Day Celebrations, Scholarships, Essays, National Convention, Area Training and 

completion of the remarking the Temple Trail that was initiated in 2015.  Details of all 

activities are included in the Chapter Newsletter (pages 7 thru 67).  
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Chapter Activity Highlights 

 

Dinner meeting speakers and participants included Jolene Allphin (January), Ralph & 

Shari Atkin (February), Scholarship Awardees (April), David Whittaker (June), Susan 

Savage (August), Gail & Hyrum Smith (October Fund Raising Dinner), Leo Lyman 

(November) and our Christmas Program Abe Young and his musical group (December).  

Treks included visits to Pioche & Panaca, Nevada (March), Honeymoon Trail, Temple 

Trail * Dominquez – Escalante Trail (May) and Harvey McArthur’s Motorcycle 

Memorabilia Collection (St. George).  The National Symposium sponsored by the Cedar 

City Chapter was also attended by some members of the Cotton Mission (May).  Other 

significant activities included our scholarship program (seven $1000.00 scholarships 

awarded - April), essay program (five elementary schools with 120 fourth graders 

participating – April/May), support of the annual Washington City Cotton Days 

Celebration (over 2000 second graders attending - April), the National SUP Convention 

in Hurricane, Utah (September), and area training conducted by the Area Vice-President, 

Don Burton (November).  The October dinner meeting (hosted by Hyrum and Gail 

Smith) raised funds for the high school scholarships.  The Trails & Monuments 

committee, under the direction of Durant McArthur and David Rogers, as well as other 

chapter members spent several more months completing the marking project of the 

Temple Trail from the saw mills on Mount Trumbull to Warner Valley.  Excursions 

resulted in the placement of new markers and replacement/repair of old markers along the 

70 – 80 mile trail.  A Modern Day Pioneer Award was presented to David Rogers at the 

November dinner meeting and a special recognition award was made to Paul Furr (for his 

many efforts that assisted in the completion of the Temple Trail project). 

 

All events are described in more detail in the applicable monthly newsletters. 
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Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

January 11, 2016 

 

Attendees: President Bunk Robinson, Royce Griffin, Bryan Johnson, David 

Summerhays, Don Burton, Durant McArthur, Mel Duehlmeier, Lloyd 

Carter, Ralph Atkin,  Charles Clayton. Kevin Jenkins and Dean Terry were 

excused. 

 

1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m.  He 

welcomed new board members Lloyd Carter and Ralph Atkin and noted that 

Charles Clayton was visiting. 

[1a.] Durant McArthur offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Secretary's report. Durant McArthur moved and David Summerhayes 

seconded that the minutes from the November 30 meeting be approve; they 

were approved. 

  

3. Treasurer's report. Treasurer Mel Duehlmeier presented the report.  The 

regular (Wells Fargo) account has a balance of $14,844 and the scholarship 

account (Cache Valley Bank) has a balance or $29,501. The December 

dinner meeting may provide more money because of the Master Singers 

dinner costs may be partially reimbursed. There are two scholarships that 

have not been redeemed. 

 

4. National Vice President (Don Burton) report. Don will be attending the 

National Board of Directors Meeting tomorrow.  He reported that the 

Hurricane Valley Chapter is progressing in their preparations for the 2016 

National Convention. Don is working the Cotton Mission 2015 Annual 

Report. 

 

5. Past President's (Royce Griffin) report. Royce with Treasurer Mel 

Duehlmeier led a discussion on membership renewals.  Commitments were 

made by various board members to contact those who have not paid their 

2016 dues.  Two potential new members are Gaylen Poulson and Don Shaw.   

 

6. Charles Clayton’s proposal. Charles Clayton was at the meeting and 

took some time. He reported that newsletter editor Roland Lee had two 
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minor strokes.  He also said that he would like to fund a major scholarship in 

the Success Academy (This is a joint program where local high school 

students maintain their enrollment concurrently in their high school but also 

take classes at Dixie State University).  He wanted to use SUP scholarship 

funds that he had donated previously with additional funds that he would 

supply to provide a full tuition scholarship for the complete tenure of the 

scholarship recipient until graduation from the University.  The motion to 

approve this action was made by Durant, seconded by David Summerhays, 

and passed by the board.  Mel is going to provide Bunk with a record of how 

much Charles has donated to the Scholarship Fund and Bunk with Durant 

and Roland Lee will visit with Charles and let him know how much money 

is already available and negotiate the balance for funding the Charles 

Clayton/Cotton Mission SUP Scholarship to a Success Academy student.  

The board commended Charles for his generosity.   

 

7. President-elect's (Ralph Atkin) report. Ralph Atkin was asked by 

President Bunk Robinson to tell the board about his LDS mission experience 

as the Public Relations Leader for the Turkey Ankara Mission.  Ralph gave 

an account of his and his wife, Cheri’s, activities and the status of the 

Church in Turkey.  It was so interesting that coupled with the need for a 

speaker for the February Dinner Meeting, Lloyd Carter and the board as a 

whole prevailed upon him to present the program at the dinner. 

 

8. President's (Bunk Robinson) report. Potential new members are Gaylen 

Poulson and Don Shaw.  Bunk told of the dealings with the Washington 

Community Center.  The WCC is moving our meeting to another room 

because of a conflict with an ongoing gymnastics program that will use the 

reception room that we had been previously using.  He was to follow up with 

the WCC about the January dinner meeting and see that the membership is 

informed about the new room for our meeting.  He also emphasized the 

importance of the Pioneer Magazine, our upcoming treks and dinners, and 

the national convention in Hurricane next September.  

He reviewed calendar items 

 January 18: Executive Board Meeting.  

 January 19: Dinner Meeting, speaker Jolene Allphin. 

 February 1: Board of Directors Meeting. 

 February 15: Executive Board Meeting. 

 February 16: Dinner Meeting, speaker Ralph Atkin. 

 March 19 Trek: Pioche, Panaca, and Caliente, NV. 
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 March: Cotton Days. 

 April 19: Scholarship Dinner 

 May 14: Convergence of Arizona Strip Trails Trek featuring the 

Temple Trail. 

 June 21: Dinner Meeting, Dave Whitaker speaker. 

 September 22: National Convention, Hurricane.  

 

Directors/Committee Reports 

 

9. Communications Director (David Summerhays).  David reported 

committee members Jerry Johnson, Bill Chapman, Bob Thornley, and Louis 

Marrott were working on news articles, photography, Pioneer Magazine, and 

member bios, respectively and appropriately.  Mrs. Hammelright donated 

hers and Gail’s Jackets to the Chapter for someone to use. 

 

10. Member Services Director (Lloyd Carter). Reported his learning of 

his responsibilities and that Erastus Snow’s great grandson, Don Snow, is a 

possible dinner meeting speaker.  

  

11. Community Involvement Director (Bryan Johnson).  Has the essay 

program moving forward.  Reported that he has a macular degeneration 

condition and will need to resign his directorship.  The board commended 

him for his good work.  

 

12. Technology Director (Russ Bateman).  Wanted to make sure the new 

meeting room would be suitable for sound amplification.  Reported that John 

Matthews said that we need a new pianist.  Lloyd Carter will perform that 

service.  

 

13. Trails and Monuments Director (Durant McArthur).  Reported that 

committee member Charles Topham has completed a list of the SUP 

sponsored monuments in the western part of Washington County and would 

like to hand present lists of monuments by geographic area as the upcoming 

dinner meeting for members to volunteer to make semiannual inspections of.  

President Bunk agreed that this would be acceptable.  Reported that David 

Rogers has put together a day trip on Monday, January 18 to track in by GPS 

the entire length of the Temple Trail.  

 

14. Benediction at 10:30 by Bryan Johnson 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

February 1, 2016 

 

Attendees: President Bunk Robinson, Durant McArthur, Royce Griffin, 

Ralph Atkin, Roy Taylor, David Summerhays, Mel Duelmeier, Don Burton, 

Brent ?. Kevin Jenkins appearing by phone. 

 

1. President Royce Griffin called the meeting to order at 9:16 a.m. 

[1a.] Don Burton offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED. Ralph notes a 

correction to previous minutes: that his mission was the Central Eurasian 

mission, not the Turkey, Ankara mission. 

 

3. Treasurer's report. Mel: We had $12,099.39 in our general account. I 

wrote a $1,900 check to national for their portion of our membership dues. 

We brought in $1,250 from the dinner. We also brought in $1,014 to the 

scholarship fund with no outflow, so the total for that account is $20,547. 

We have close to the same amount in the account as we had last year at this 

time. 

 

4. National office. Don: The national office wants us to identify our 

monuments. We're ahead of the curve on that, but national is providing some 

deadlines they'd like us to meet.  

[4a.] Don: There will be a regional symposium in Ogden on Feb. 20 for 

those who want to attend. There will be a chapter president’s council at 

national headquarters on Feb. 27. The entire executive committee, excepting 

the secretary, is asked to be there although the secretary is welcome. That 

will be at 10 a.m., followed by a lunch.   

[4b.] Don: National is now changing name of its Legacy fund to the 

Heritage fund, and they're looking at the balances in the chapters' accounts. 

Last year the Cotton Mission chapter contributed $1,000 for the Pony 

Express monument, but national may be asking us for more money to help 

keep up the national headquarters building. Royce: Regarding the Heritage 
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Fund, I've noticed national is very careful with its monies. 

[4c.] Don: The national convention will be this fall in Hurricane, and we will 

certainly be supporting that chapter's efforts if they need any help. Bunk: I 

got a letter from the national office asking if we are willing to do another 

national convention. Don: I wouldn't be surprised to see the 2018 convention 

in Washington, D.C. 

[4d.] Don presents a copy of this year's chapter history for review. It 

basically adapts Roland Lee's monthly newsletters. Don can email a PDF 

copy to members if they want. DSU doesn't want paper copies from us for 

its collections, so we're just providing them discs.  

 

5. Membership. Royce: We got a letter from Ben D. McCaffery and a 

Gaylen Poulsen asked for application forms. Gaylen's, at least, has been sent 

out. Mel: We're about 16 members short from last year. We have about 72 

now. If those who haven't paid get their dues in by the end of the month, I 

can send in another form. REVIEW of individual members whose dues are 

pending. Royce will work on contacting them. 

[5a.] David Summerhays: Roland is in California, but he asked to make sure 

we get a list of new members so he can include that in the newsletter. 

DISCUSSION of applications, biography of Doug Simpkins, and existing 

member Gary Smith who has moved from Arizona. Bunk received a letter 

from national acknowledging we have a new member, Don Williams. He is 

Ralph's son-in-law.  

 

6. Scholarships. Roy Taylor: We've made some important changes to the 

essay program letter to honor tomorrow's pioneers. In the past we've focused 

on the candidates' personal challenges, but we'd like to redirect the 

emphasis. The scholarship is for $1,000, about 500 words, and requires 

candidates to write on a pioneer ancestor or other pioneer who came to Utah 

between 1847 and 1869. The essay should explain why the particular 

pioneer was chosen and how that person has contributed to the scholarship 

candidate's life. We're shifting the focus more to the pioneers because we're 

the Sons of Utah Pioneers and we think our heritage should be our focus. 

We're still focusing on entering college freshmen who have not applied for 

other scholarships, such as the Sterling scholarship. We want this to be for 

those who really need scholastic monetary help, so we're clarifying that this 

year. Applicants must have shown in their lives characteristics that 

demonstrate scholastic ability; we've always asked for that. Ralph: What 

about making leadership experience a qualification? In high school you have 

a thousand different ways to demonstrate leadership, and maybe there should 
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be something more than what is shown in the transcript. Durant: Also, is 

there going to be anything that addresses candidates' personal hardships like 

we have in the past. Roy: Responding to Ralph, leadership is important but 

we're more interested in the other characteristics as demonstrators for their 

success potential. But we will also consider their transcripts as part of the 

process. To Durant, we think there should be consideration of the hardships 

some have gone through. We'll pay more attention to their research, but we 

won't discount their challenging personal experiences. We're about 10 days 

behind getting the letters out, so we hope the board will get back to us as 

soon as possible about whether this letter is acceptable. Don: There are those 

who haven't had much association with the church. Are we blocking them 

from celebrating non-LDS pioneers? What about Mexican explorers? The 

1847 to 1869 time frame drives candidates to write about LDS pioneers. 

Kevin: For example, in the past we've talked about the possibility of 

accepting essays about the Dominguez-Escalante explorers who came 

through this region long before the LDS pioneers; shouldn't they count? 

Roy: We can change the years at the board's direction so that they include 

pioneers since the 1600s. You tell us what dates you'd like. Durant: We 

could say the essay has to be about a pioneer who arrived before Utah 

obtained statehood in 1896. DISCUSSION. Don: I think we need to put the 

word ancestor in there. But I'm OK if the letter states it could be another 

pioneer for someone who doesn't have a pioneer ancestor. Roy: I will 

proceed then with the board's recommendations. 

[6a.] DISCUSSION of Charlie Clayton scholarship issue. Roy: Charlie has 

generously donated in the past, but now is beginning to set some parameters, 

including the fact he has a specific person identified whom he wants to 

receive a scholarship. As long as that person, who is now a SUCCESS 

Academy student, applies, I think we can accommodate that. Bunk: Durant 

and Roland have been working with Charlie to negotiate this as well as 

possible without alienating Charlie. Durant: I called Brad Last to get 

information about the SUCCESS Academy. EXPLANATION of SUCCESS 

program. I think we should perhaps name this something special, like the 

Charles Clayton SUCCESS Academy scholarship, if this is going to be an 

ongoing contribution. I think he ought to be committed to contribute to the 

general scholarship fund as well as the earmarked one. Roy: We presented 

Charlie with a nice plaque and yes, we need donors like him, but we also 

need to be sensitive to all those people who have provided lesser scholarship 

amounts as well. Durant: I think you've done an excellent job in the 

presentation. You have to walk a tight rope at times. Roy: The director of the 

SUCCESS Academy is excited about this opportunity and says he would 
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willingly attend the dinner. Ralph: For that scholarship, we could use 

language that says something like, "at the advice and consent of Charlie 

Clayton." Further DISCUSSION. Don: The subcommittee needs to be very 

careful with establishing how the funds are used, because if Charlie donates 

X amount of dollars to scholarships and then expects the earmarked 

scholarship money to come out of the general contribution, it may create an 

inappropriate situation. Roy: If he continues to donate but expects some of 

the earmarked scholarship money to come out of the total, I think that's OK, 

isn't it? But if we have to tell him that we can't draw on the money he's 

donated in the past for this new scholarship request, it may be the last of 

anything we get from him. Royce: It's like the tithing comparison, though. 

You don't donate to the church and then come back later with expectations 

for how it may be used. Don: I think you need to be straightforward and say 

there are other people who have needs as well. Bunk: Yeah, when we sit 

down with him I think we need to be a little firm and point out that when he 

began making these contributions, he didn't establish any stipulations. 

 

7. Dinner. Bunk: The February dinner will be in a different room, just past 

the main desk. It's a different configuration, so hopefully it works for us. I'm 

not sure it's going to be the best setup for the caterers, but we'll work with it. 

Ralph will have a Power point at the dinner meeting with photos from the 

mission. Bunk: Can we promote the website at our dinner? I'd like to do that 

if it doesn't take too much time. Ski / Russ will add that to the power point. 

We need to promote it more.  

 

8. Treks. Bunk: John Matthews talked about the possibility of doing a 

Thanksgiving Point trek for May. It was an interesting suggestion but we 

were planning the Arizona Strip in May, and we don't want to postpone that 

one into the summertime. Don: I'd be surprised if you'd have very many 

participants in the Arizona Strip trek given the distances involved with no 

bathroom handy. DISCUSSION. Ralph: The Thanksgiving Point idea needs 

more discussion than just an out-of-the-blue suggestion at the dinner. We 

can consider it for next year.  

[8a.] Leo: I'm overcommitted for March. I'm not asking you to change plans 

for that Southern Nevada trek, but I'll need someone to go with me to help 

with the presentation. DISCUSSION of possibly changing the date to the 

12th. Durant: I could take a few minutes in Modena and talk about my 

ancestor who brought people up for Lorenzo Snow's "Windows of Heaven" 

tithing discussion. He also had a Christmas story related to Modena. 

AGREED to change the date of the trek to March 12th.  
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[8b.] Durant: I went with David Rogers to survey the trail around the 

Dugway. I had thought from the Dugway to here was a piece of cake, but it 

isn't. I'm never going on it again in my pickup. There are big rocks and a lot 

of rugged terrain. When David's truck broke down, he walked in 11 miles 

and Paul Furr had to be picked up by a helicopter the next day. You can get 

there but it's not someplace you're going to take a tour group. Russ: Why 

don't we just get somebody to make a video out there? Durant: We could, 

but we've put so much effort into the trail that it would be good to have a 

trek, but at a gentle place. It will be a good trek. 

 

9. Calendar. We need to check on Cotton Days and find out if Dean Terry is 

going to provide all his wagons.  

 

10. Publicity. Dave Summerhays: We got the article into the newspaper on 

the Jolene Allphin dinner, which we used for the newsletter report. Also, 

there have been two new Pioneer Magazine subscriptions. 

 

11. Community Involvement. Brent: I got a nasty phone call from a 4th 

grade teacher in LaVerkin. She wants to know why everyone else is getting 

letters about the essays and she isn't. I told her Hurricane / LaVerkin isn't our 

chapter. Don: If you'll get me her phone number, I'll pass the information on 

to the Hurricane chapter. Brent: Everything else is going smoothly.  

 

12. Close at 10:49 a.m. 

[12a.] Dave Summerhays offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

March 7, 2016 

 

Attendees: President Bunk Robinson, Durant McArthur, Royce Griffin, 

Ralph Atkin, Don Taylor, Dean Terry, Robin Davis, Russ Bateman, Leo 

Lyman. Kevin Jenkins appearing by phone. 

 

1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:07 a.m. 

[1a.] Durant McArthur offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED. Russ Bateman's 

name should have been among those present last month. Last month's 

scholarship account balance should have been reported as $30,515, not 

$20,547. 

 

3. Treasurer's report. Mel: We had $12,807.39 in our general account. The 

dinner brought in $1,296.50 and cost us $1,212.50, so we made a little bit of 

money this past month. We brought in $2,026 for the scholarship account, 

giving us a total of $32,541.32 there, so we're doing well. We're about 

$5,000 over last year. Dean asks if we can take about $20,000 of it and 

invest it in something not risky. Dean: Even though it won't get a great 

interest return like, say, the LDS church's Perpetual Education Fund, which I 

hear is getting more than a 20 percent return, we're really doing an 

endowment fund for Charlie Clayton's money and should try to ensure 

there's an ongoing balance. We're not drawing on that much of the account 

right now. Mel: We're making about 9 cents a month in interest on the 

scholarship account. There are two scholarships that have not been collected 

yet. One is a missionary; I don't know what the reason is for the Enterprise 

student, but it may be a mission. DISCUSSION of interest rate possibilities 

for an endowment fund. Ralph suggests if the national office has an 

investment account, we could participate in it with them. Dean: They had a 

pretty good one, but then they lost it. Ralph: We're not going to be making 

much in interest; we want to make sure we don't lose what we have in a 

risky endeavor. Bunk: We'll give it more consideration in the Executive 

Committee meeting. 
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4. National office. Don: I attended the presidents training seminar in Bunk's 

place when he was ill. The national office said they didn't have receipt of our 

annual recognition awards application, did anyone send it in? No? Well, I 

said we had sent it and we met all requirements but I understand we actually 

may not have met the membership expectations. Royce: We really didn't 

qualify because of the membership. Don: Well, we have the award anyway, 

so it will be presented at the next dinner meeting. Russ asks for a picture of 

it to put in the history. If necessary, someone can scan a copy of it and 

submit it that way. 

[4a.] Don: The national symposium will be the first Saturday in May. Leo 

was going to go to the Ogden symposium; Elder Marlin K. Jensen was 

expected to be speaker but he had to withdraw. The Hurricane event will 

discuss the contributions of women. It's titled, "The Legacy of Early Pioneer 

Women." There will also be a copy of the Pioneer magazine about pioneer 

women.  

[4b.] At the presidents training, they did some breakout sessions with the 

different officers. One thing discussed was how to handle contributions of 

more than $100 when donors want receipts for tax credit. That's up to the 

individual chapters to take care of, but the main thing is to make sure our ID 

number is on the receipt.  

[4c.] They also talked about our chapter's budgets. They review them, and 

see what we have in our accounts. The national building requires 

maintenance every year, so the national board has approved setting up a 

sustaining membership fund to which people can contribute monthly for the 

building's maintenance. The chapter will probably get a letter asking if two 

or three members can help contribute to that.  

[4d.] The board talked about the national convention. Hurricane changed 

one of the treks and will add a special tour of the mesa. The others will be 

Zion National Park, the Kolob Fingers area and Harmony.  

[4e.] The national board is talking about the idea of setting up an "at large" 

chapter administered over the Internet for those who are members but who 

don't maintain ties with a local chapter.  

[4f.] We're supposed to have our new officers in place by the 1st of January, 

as opposed to previous years when they've allowed until Feb. 15.  

[4g.] Our chapter has discussed the national board's request that we follow 

up on the monuments. They want three pictures of the monuments -- one of 

the text, one of the monument itself, and one of the area setting where it's 

located.  

[4h.] We're in good shape as far as contributing to the national Trailmarker 
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newsletter.  

[4i.] There's a clarification in the bylaws that there's no such thing as an SUP 

member who only belongs to the local chapter. They will be a member of the 

national chapter. DISCUSSION about maintenance of the monuments.  

[4j.] The national board would like to have the national convention every 

other year up in the metropolitan area (Wasatch Front) and rotate in the other 

areas on the odd years. Right now, there's a plan for the 2018 convention to 

be in Washington, D.C. I think there's two or three chapters back there. It 

looks like next year it will be in Utah County. DISCUSSION of other 

chapters.  

 

5. Membership. Royce discusses the status of dues payments. Royce: We 

have added 11 members to the chapter during the past year, which I think is 

very healthy. Some members have moved or chosen not to renew. A few 

have paid national dues as life members, but not local dues. Dean will reach 

out to Hyrum Smith on that regard. Some member contacts updated. Loyd 

Carter isn't in attendance and didn't ask to be excused, so Bunk will call him 

and check up with him. 

[5a.] DISCUSSION about new member biographies. David: We have about 

10 member applications that have no bios with them. Years ago, Russ used 

to put the biographies on the website, and now they're all gone. We've been 

sending copies to Ski. Bunk: I think we ought to find a way to highlight the 

members, especially the new ones. But in the newsletter, not on the Internet 

because of the potential for abuse by members of the general public. David: 

Roland is currently putting bios in the newsletter. 

[5b.] David: Lewis Turpin doesn't know most members, which makes it 

difficult for him to identify people he needs to talk to about bios at the 

dinners. He's suggesting making a photo directory of the membership like 

some wards do with their membership rosters. APPROVED. Russ: On the 

directories, are we going to have husband and wife or just the "member" 

husband? Up to now, we've only been getting pictures of the member 

himself. This is a big task, but we can do it piecemeal. Dean: As long as we 

don't put the wife's birthdate we're OK. Bunk: You could actually start 

taking pictures of members at the dinners. Russ: Do we want addresses and 

phone numbers on there? Ward lists always have phone numbers. David: I 

would just put the names; we already have the other contact info on the 

membership roster. Dean: It should have the phone numbers, because 

everybody's going to look at that. DECIDED: We'll let the committee choose 

what it wants to do there. Russ: For the membership directory photos, we 

should probably get a couple of vests that the husband could put on just for 
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the photo. APPROVED. 

[5c.] Bunk: We've talked about maybe having a new membership 

committee. You have to kind of hold new members' hands for a while, or 

else they kind of drift away. Dean: In the past, we've assigned somebody to 

work with each new member. On the membership applications, we 

encourage people to indicate what they'd like to do. But when some people 

don't put anything, no one calls them and they drop out. If Leo doesn't call 

somebody on his committee, nothing happens with the trek. If I don't call 

somebody on my committee, they drop out.  

[5d.] David: Max Turpin's bio was published in the newsletter. How did that 

get to Roland without going through me? He's one of the ones on our list 

who submitted an application but no bio. That indicates a short-circuit in the 

process somewhere. Bunk: We need to work on that. I think there's a 

procedure we need to establish as far as how people get contacted and 

assigned on the organizational chart.  

 

6. Dinners. Bunk: Does anyone have thoughts about what we're doing with 

the dinners? We had a lot of people at the last one and Roy Taylor is going 

to have a lot of people from the schools coming in next month for the 

scholarship dinner. DISCUSSION of what we're willing to pay for if there 

are going to be a lot of guests. Dean: In the past we've only paid for two 

extra dinners for each scholarship recipient, so we need to make sure Roy 

understands that. Royce: The room will be very crowded. Bunk: We're in a 

new room now, but the caterers like it and it has good access to the 

restrooms. DISCUSSION about whether we should redo the order for people 

going through the line. Those who have to sit and wait their turn aren't the 

happiest about it. Dean / Ralph: I suggest the Executive Committee take it 

under advisement. People come at 5:30, a half hour before dinner's served, 

so they can mingle. Bunk: I like the idea of emphasizing the opportunity to 

mingle. 

 

7. Calendar. DISCUSSION of the sandstone quarry monument dedication 

that will be on March 19 by the Encampment Mall chapter. Not everyone 

has received notice of it.  

[7a.] We have a trek coming up. Leo wasn't informed that the trek date was 

changed from the 19th to the 12th as he requested. DISCUSSION of the 

itinerary for the trek: The group will meet at the Bluff Street chapel, go to 

Enterprise, stop in Modena, then go on to Panaca and Pioche, where there's a 

good museum. Leo: There are 40 or 50 people signed up to go. It will be a 

long day and bathroom stops will be limited. If anybody wants to go on to 
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see Caliente, I'll go with them. DISCUSSION of the May trek to Fort Pierce. 

Leo will try to put a pamphlet together for it, but won't be able to participate 

because of knee surgery. Durant: Hopefully that trek will be good without 

you there.  

[7b.] Leo: We contributed to the Jeb Smith monument. It will be dedicated 

in April. The date isn't set yet, but if anybody wants to know I'll get the 

information to them.  

[7c.] Bunk: Dave Whitaker is listed as the June dinner speaker, but I haven't 

heard anything more. No one has information about that? I'll get in touch 

with Loyd about it.  

[7d.] Bunk: Robin asked to be allowed time to talk about Cotton Days. 

Robin: It will be for four days. April 25-28, which is a Monday through 

Thursday. Then on Saturday, there will be a parade if chapter members want 

to participate. The Saturday preceding it will be setup day. I should explain 

that I wasn't expecting to be doing this again until Don contacted me a 

couple months ago. This event is a killer, and I was expecting somebody on 

the board to handle it. So I was a little taken aback when I was told I was 

doing it; the DUP's representative, Rosie, has been struggling to deal with 

her chapter's lack of support. This entire thing is all on one person, so last 

year I offered our help. I met with the SUP and had a bunch of signups. We 

had a good participation, but the DUP had a bunch of people drop out. And 

I'm just saying it's a big project. If I'm going to do it this year, I'm going to 

need assistants to help organize equipment and people. Dean: This is a baby 

we need to tend to. I agree, we need to get all our members involved. We 

don't have to have dinner, trek or anything that month. Bunk: We do have 

the scholarship dinner that month. Robin: It's like any organization, if you 

get everybody signed up and they know where they're supposed to go, what 

they're supposed to do, and let them know they're appreciated … it goes a 

long ways. Bunk: We shouldn't be expected to have to back up the DUP 

when they're shorthanded. Robin: But it's good to have the women there in 

pioneer dress -- that takes it to another level. But we can have our wives do 

that instead of drawing on the DUP. We need to have somebody there just to 

help Dean set up equipment and then take it down again at end of week. 

That is one huge thing right there. DISCUSSION on organizing. Dean will 

draw on help from other members to get equipment set up. Dean: I think we 

need to get the new members involved with this, so I'll give them a call. 

Bunk: To organize the others, we can just put out a signup sheet at next 

month's dinner, and the DUP can do the same. Since there isn't a dinner this 

month, we could have Roland send out emails to everyone, and bring it up at 

the trek. I know when I get emails I don't respond, because I've got a million 
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things to do. But board members can just reach out to other members and 

say, "I'm going, I'll pick you up on the way." I won't be able to go on this 

month's trek and do that, because I've got a funeral to go to, but I'm just 

trying to think of ways we can get the message to others. Dean: Let's let 

DUP handle the DUP. I'll call Rosie today. Last year's signup sheet was a 

good one; get it and use it. Durant: I think having the signup sheet at the 

dinner right beforehand is the best way to get people there. Royce: But it's a 

five-day commitment, and that's a concern. Bunk: My singing group is 

active three days during the week, and I know we're all really busy. So we'll 

want as much help as we can get. Dean: Royce asked me what's going to 

happen once I'm gone. My family voted to have me sell some of my items. 

But they know I want to do this. Some of them come to help. So I'll make 

the calls and get my part to happen. Sorry I missed Ralph's presentation and 

the others. I've had some health trouble. But I'm back, now, even though I 

have to have another kidney stone taken out next week. My family does 

want me to cut back on some things, but we're set for Cotton Days. Cotton 

Days is a lot of work. Bunk: Robin just assumed it was not his responsibility 

to do Cotton Days this time around. Dean: He's happy to do it, though. But if 

we don't want to do the Cotton Days presentations, we don't have to. Bunk: I 

think it's a real nice opportunity for the Cotton Mission chapter.  

 

8. Publicity. David Summerhays: We got the article out on Ralph's 

presentation. At first, it was just the photo without the article, but the story 

finally ran. You may have noticed the ending has been changed. We've 

always had a paragraph at the end about how people can get more 

information, but The Spectrum suggested we probably don't get any 

response and might do better by having a local person's contact information. 

So now we have Royce's name and phone number, and hopefully we'll get 

better feedback. Royce is willing to leave his contact information there long-

term. People just aren't following the link to the website.  

[8a.] David: I'll get information to Roland for the newsletter. Our Pioneer 

magazine gift subscriptions are dwindling. Bunk: I think we could do more 

promoting. If we have the professional subscription cards, we could put 

them around on all the tables during the dinner. I think a lot of people just 

don't think about subscribing. David: Roland was also saying maybe we 

ought to put the magazine subscription form at the end of the newsletter, as 

opposed to the little blurb he does now. I'm thinking there are three things 

that ought to be in the newsletter quarterly, on a rotating basis -- the 

membership list, the org chart and the Pioneer magazine subscription form.  
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9. Scholarships. Royce: Bryan's not here, but he called me and said 

everything went really well with the essays. The letters go out this week. 

[9a.] Dean: I would suggest we have chairs set aside for family members or 

guests who aren't going to be eating at the scholarship dinner. 

[9b.] Dean: I've told Charlie Clayton we've got the endowment set up going 

forward. We've paid tribute to Charlie and Bunk's father-in-law in the past, 

this time I'd like to recognize Robert Jackson. He's donated more than 

$1,000 for scholarships each time. We've worked things out with Charlie. I'd 

like to change the name of the fund to "scholarship and essay fund" so 

people know what they're donating to. Russ: Are we going to put the 

winning essays on the Internet? We have in the past, and it was really neat. I 

think we should ask Ski to do that. But it's a big job to take those and 

convert those for the website. AGREED. Bunk: Russ can please follow up 

with Ski in doing that. 

[9c.] Bunk: September's still a ways off, but I'm wondering about the 

scholarship fundraising dinner at your ranch this year. Dean: We're planning 

on having it at Gunlock this year. Hyrum and Gail know they're on board. 

But I'm wondering about having it around the same time as the national 

convention. Bunk: September is the same month as the national convention, 

but we've doubled up like that before. We can talk about potentially moving 

the month if we want. 

 

10. Technology. Russ: The Community Center has a TV we can use for our 

dinners, but it's the pits. They offer a screen, but it's a smaller one. Kent 

Beus brought his large screen and it was a good one, and he said he can 

continue bringing it each month. The room's working out well for us; the 

audio's good.  

 

11. Trails and Monuments. Durant: I don't have much to report. I'll go to 

the meeting Wednesday about the treks and trails. And I plan on going to the 

quarry memorial dedication by the Encampment Mall chapter. I talked to 

Ken Sizemore, the director of D-ASIA, but it sounds like we're not going to 

have a post we need for the temple trail. We'll talk some more about that at 

the Wednesday meeting.  

 

12. Close at 11:11 a.m. 

[12a.] Leo offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

April 4, 2016 

 

Attendees: President Bunk Robinson, Durant McArthur, Dave Summerhays, 

Roland Lee, Roy Taylor, Don Burton, Mel Duelmeier, David Humphrey, 

Bryan Johnson, Russ Bateman, Royce Griffin. Kevin Jenkins appearing by 

phone. Dean Terry arrived later. 

 

Ralph Atkin, Lloyd Carter excused. 

 

1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m. 

[1a.] Mel offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED with 

amendments. Bunk: The minutes look really complete, even being done over 

the phone with Kevin multi-tasking (taking care of his son). Amendments: 

David Summerhays' name should have been among those present last 

month. Regarding changes to the article that appears in The Spectrum, Bunk 

should be listed as the contact not Royce. On paragraph 5b, the discussion 

was about Lewis Marrott, not Lewis Turpin.  

 

3. Treasurer's report. Mel: We had $12,769.49 in our general account. In 

our scholarship account, we have $36,541.32, so we're doing well. We have 

two missionaries out who will be anticipating their scholarships when they 

return, I think -- I still haven't heard back about what the gal in Enterprise is 

doing for certain. Bunk: Looks like we're fairly healthy. 

[3a.] Mel has scholarship donation receipts for those who need it for tax 

information. 

[3b.] Discussion of dues. Mel: The only ones we haven't collected from now 

are some life members who haven't paid the ongoing local portion of the 

dues. Mel has an address for Hyrum Smith, and will send him a letter 

notifying him he's past due. 

 

4. National. Don: The national board meeting was postponed because of the 
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caucus. I didn't make it to the new date, but I got the minutes. They mention 

that the website is up now and you can register for the national convention.  

[4a.] Don: I was able to go the quarry monument dedication along with a 

few other members. It's over by the Red Hills golf course; members should 

go see it if they have the opportunity. It's accessible from Diagonal Street. 

The Encampment Mall chapter spearheaded that project, but the plaques 

show that we helped contribute to it.  

[4b.] Don: Tom Alexander is in charge of recruiting the new national 

president. If anyone has a suggestion, get in touch with me. He wants all the 

help he can get.  

[4c.] Don: They're talking about a national church history tour again. 

They've toured Nauvoo and San Diego in the past. I'm open to suggestions 

on possible places to go. As folks get older, they've got more time to go on 

tours and they have more difficulty doing it on their own, so a bus for that is 

helpful. 

[4d.] They also suggested that we add the emails of our widows to the 

Trailmarker contact list as much as possible. Roland: I send the newsletter to 

them unless they ask me not to. 

[4e.] They've raised quite a bit of money already for the sustaining members 

fundraising drive, which will help with our efforts to donate to the 

community and to replace the roof at national headquarters, etc. Bunk: I'm 

looking for suggestions on how to alert more members to that. Perhaps the 

website. Don: I've got a list of donors, and a plaque I'll get to the chapter.  

[4f.] The national chapter liked how the area training went last year. There 

will be a new one this year, probably in November, and they'll want the three 

top executives there for sure. 

[4g.] Don: The national office would also like our updated list of 

monuments, with pictures, GPS coordinates, etc., by the first of July so that 

they can present it in a publication in time for the convention. They'd like 

recommendations as to whether the monuments should be refurbished or 

retired.  

 

5. Past president's report. Royce leads DISCUSSION of new members' 

contact information and biographical information. Roland hasn't received 

one or two members' information for the newsletter. Don: Max Turpin 

would make a really good historian.  

 

6. Publicity. Roland: I need to get corrections for the organizational chart 

from you board chairs. The newsletter going out today doesn't have the org 

chart corrections I'm receiving from you today. I also am not getting many 
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new member biographies -- it seems like those I do get come from me 

noticing someone I don't recognize at a dinner and asking them to get one to 

me. I'm even in favor of publishing established members' biographies as a 

"Spotlight" feature. Bunk: It's really good to know who everyone is. We 

really do need to get the new member biographies. But we don't have a new 

membership committee. David Summerhays: Lewis Marrott is working on 

all those new members. He's got a list of all the new applications that don't 

have bios. He's sent out emails and letters, and this month he's going to make 

phone calls because we want to get a bunch of pictures to go with the 

membership list. Bill thinks we can get a lot of them at the dinner meeting 

this month. Lewis will contact members from the list. We'll have a vest that 

those at the dinner can put on for the photo.  

[6a.] Dave: The article on the last trek got out for publication.  

[6b.] Roland: I don't know what's going on with the July dinner. Bunk: I had 

the same question and was hoping Lloyd Carter would be here to tell us. Roy 

Taylor: I talked to Lloyd last night and suggested Erlend Peterson, who hosts 

foreign dignitaries coming to BYU and visiting the general authorities. So he 

has a lot of interesting things to tell. Roland: And the scholarship fundraising 

dinner is around the same time as the national convention in September. It 

will be in Gunlock at Hyrum Smith's ranch instead of at Dean Terry's ranch 

this year. Are we going to have those the same week? Bunk: It's pretty close; 

our dinner is scheduled a couple of days before the convention. We could 

move the dinner to the 27th but if we get too late the weather gets pretty 

chilly. Roland: We've done it before in August. Kevin: The last time I talked 

to Dean, I think he said they were talking about moving it back into October 

so that it wouldn't conflict with the national convention. Because the plan is 

to do the dinner at Gunlock this year, it's down at a lower elevation and 

they're of the opinion that the fall temperatures won't be as much of a 

concern. (Dean confirmed this information when he arrived later in the 

meeting -- the dinner will be the second Tuesday in October.) Further 

DISCUSSION about date options and replacing one of the planned treks 

with the dinner, before Dean's arrival.  

 

7. President's report. Last month our board meeting went almost two 

hours. I know we had a lot of important things to discuss, but I want to urge 

everyone to move things along. I will send out an agenda to everyone ahead 

of time.  

 

8. Treks. Dave Humphrey: On March 26th, a group of us went up onto the 

Hurricane Mesa, touring parts of the temple trail / honeymoon trail areas and 
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a portion of the Dominguez-Escalante trail. We propose a trek with different 

members talking about the history of these locations. It would take about 

seven hours. Or, we could stick to the base of the mesa and keep it to about 

four hours. If we're going to be gone seven hours, we'd better plan for 

bathroom necessities. Durant: The trails all intercross, covering different 

eras of local history. I kind of think it would be best to do a shorter trip and 

stick to the base of the cliffs because that's rugged country our members 

aren't used to, but we could show where the Dominguez-Escalante group 

went up the cliff. Leo Lyman has given some of his information for a 

presentation, even though he won't be able to do it because of his knee 

replacement surgeries. Royce: The one thing I think about is the opportunity 

to show how rough that country was that the pioneers had to deal with. 

That's the point of that trail. DISCUSSION. The board vote APPROVES 

motion to stick to the shorter route for the sake of the expected larger group 

of participants. 

 

9. Scholarship dinner report. Roy: The dinner will be on April 19th. The 

focus will be scholarship essay winners, who will read parts of their essays. 

There could be as many as 40 extra attendees at that dinner, including 

counselors and family members. I will have numbers to you by the 15th for 

planning purposes. This year has been a bit extraordinary. We only have 15 

essay winners, and we don't have any from Millcreek High School. There's 

some disarray there, and they're telling me they're only going to have three 

seniors graduate. At one high school, we only have one entry. Because there 

seems to be some general apathy, we've visited with the schools and we've 

received some good suggestions. One significant idea includes moving our 

essay timeline up to January to capitalize on seniors who in December have 

figured out where they're going but now are trying to figure out how to pay 

for it. This Thursday, at 11 a.m., we will begin the judging at our home. New 

this year, we have asked the applicants to specifically gear their essays to 

researching the pioneers and how their findings apply to their lives. I can tell 

you, there are some excellent essays. I'll note that at the dinner, I've been in 

the back of the room and it can be difficult to hear back there. 

DISCUSSION. Dean arrives and suggests we should be open to additional 

family members for the winners. Roy says he doesn't think we can afford to 

pay for more than five people per scholarship recipient. Bunk: I'm going to 

tell the Community Center we have the possibility of 40 extra people. 

DISCUSSION of Charles Clayton memorial educational fund plaque to 

distinguish that award. Dean asks if we've considered adding other schools. 

Roy: I've previously received applications from schools outside the Cotton 
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Mission area. We need to make clear in the rules that the scholarship is only 

for people within our geographical area. Dean: Charter high schools are 

doing their work for a lot less than those who work for the school district, 

and they could really benefit from our scholarships. We shouldn't be 

ignoring them. Roy: I don't have a problem with that. The only issue I see is 

that as our membership ages it becomes difficult to keep up the fundraising 

pace. Dean notes that we'll also be honoring Robert Jackson this time.  

 

10. Calendar. Bunk: The Executive Committee meeting will be on the 18th. 

Cotton Days is coming up 23rd though the 28th. Dean made contact about 

preparations for Cotton Days. Roland: The website for Cotton Days doesn't 

saying anything about the extra events like what we do. We put a lot of 

effort into that and it is more pertinent to the history of the area than some of 

the other events that take place, so I don't know why our activities aren't 

mentioned. Dean: Not all of the schools can come, and those who don't 

make the draw end up going to Staheli Farms. I asked them why we can't get 

all of the schools there and do extra days if necessary. This isn't for the 

general public -- we aren't there after hours. We're doing it for the school 

kids. It's a shame that after all our set up they don't advertise it -- it would 

bring more people out.  

 

11. Community involvement. Bryan Johnson: The elementary school 

essays are coming in now. I'll pick one school's up Wednesday. Each teacher 

has been contacted and they all feel good about it. And I've got people lined 

up for the judging. I'm trying to find someplace where I can about 30 little 

bags that I can put the money in. Bryan: I like the idea of using a buckskin if 

I can figure out how. I've got to pull out. I'm getting to the point where I 

can't do much -- I shouldn't be driving after dark, etc. and it's just not going 

to work out for me to stay in there. I was thinking in the future that 

<<unclear>> would be a good idea. Bunk: That will be something for our 

new president to deal with. DISCUSSION of new members, possible 

involvement. Dean: I'd like to suggest that the winners of the elementary 

school contest be invited to our dinners. Bryan: We could pick out a dozen 

or so and invite them. Don: The dinner suggestion is good, but you'd have to 

change the schedule because of the school year deadlines. Dean: It would be 

wonderful to have one or three at a time come. Dean talks about some young 

men who have committed suicide recently -- boys from good families. It 

would be good for us to be mindful of these youths and the possibility of 

instilling some hope for the future in them. 
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12. Technology. Russ: Ski has some suggestions about the website, will 

contact Bunk. 

 

13. Don: The Red Rock chapter has created a Honeymoon Trail monument 

east of Kanab. They're going to dedicate it Thursday night.  

 

14. Close at 10:38 a.m. 

[14a.] Royce offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

May 2, 2016 

 

Attendees: President Bunk Robinson, Mel Duelmeier, Don Burton, Royce 

Griffin, Bryan Johnson, Dave Summerhays, Russ Bateman, David Rogers, 

Roy Taylor and Ralph Atkins. Kevin Jenkins appearing by phone.  

 

Excused: Dean Terry and Durant McArthur. 

 

1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. 

[1a.] Bryan offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED. Kevin notes that 

he saw some chapter members at the Cotton Days festivities in Washington 

City. Bunk: That was a nice article in the newspaper about Cotton Days. 

 

3. Treasurer's report. Mel: I never got the bill from Golden Corral. Bunk: I 

didn't either. Mel: I'll call over today to see what's going on. DISCUSSION.  

[3a.] Mel: We only made $824 on the dinner. Remind me again what we 

decided about paying for guests of the scholarship honorees. Royce: Our 

policy has always been to pay for three of them (per honoree). Mel: There 

were 10 honorees. So I'm going to transfer $262.50 into that dinner fund, 

adding to that $824, so we'll be about $1,050 that we've gained. I wrote a 

check for $2,202 to the Cache Valley scholarship account. Then Hyrum 

Smith paid $20 to bring his dues current. We have $13,613.59 in the general 

Wells Fargo account, but will be subtracting whatever we owe to Golden 

Corral. Bunk: That will be somewhere around $1,200 or $1,300. The bill for 

scholarship expenses was $221. So the total amount of outlay is $482.61. I 

wasn't sure about who / when we were going to pay on the dinners, so I don't 

quite have final numbers.  

[3b.] Mel: We received a nice letter from the Belliston trust. They want to 

have some kind of indication we're a 501(c )3. They enclosed a check to 

scholarships for $1,000.  

[3c.] DISCUSSION of Mel's summer vacation plans and how deposits will 

be handled while Mel is gone. He will be at the family cabin up in Idaho 

beginning in July and will return in October. He previously notified the 
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chapter he would be gone during the summer when he was asked to serve as 

treasurer again. Mel will coordinate with somebody before he leaves.  

 

4. National office. Don: I attended a monument dedication for the 

Honeymoon Trail done by the Kanab chapter, after some communication 

trouble between the Red Rock chapter and national. It took place about 15 

miles east of Kanab. There's a turnoff on a ranch road between mile markers 

48 and 49. They're working with the county to get a sign.  

[4a.] There will be a symposium this Saturday on early pioneering 

missionary women. Area training is scheduled Nov. 5.  

 

5. Membership. Robin Davis wants to be released from the Cotton Days 

committee. Don: We need to make sure that our participation in the event 

gets organized really well. Not just for reporting on our activity with the 

kids, but the comings and goings of all the people setting up and tearing 

down because Dean, who has handled that for so long, isn't getting any 

younger. Bunk: We've only got a couple members younger than 80 and no 

one under 75. Loading the covered wagon / stagecoach on the trailers was a 

task. We have a year to organize for it again, but we need to make sure we 

do well. It's one of our biggest activities of the year, but I think we were a 

little slim on the volunteers. The sun shines brightly on the Sons of Utah 

Pioneers when we do that event. Royce: Although if we don't have time to 

talk about everything, why have Dean bring all his treasures. DISCUSSION. 

Kevin: The SUP and DUP presentations for the school kids take place 

during the week. That's when we have our best opportunity to be in the 

spotlight, but Washington City doesn't really promote those grade school 

presentations as part of the Cotton Days activities. Maybe it's just because 

the general public isn't part of that -- it's only for the grade-schoolers. As a 

consequence, the media doesn't report on those presentations and our chapter 

misses out on an opportunity to get some good coverage of "one of our 

biggest activities of the year." But if our chapter submitted photos or even a 

press release before the weekend, being proactive about getting coverage for 

ourselves, we might get someone in the media to report on our activities or 

at least include the information we provide in the end-of-the-week report. 

Sometimes The Spectrum won't even do a story on an event like Cotton 

Days, but they'll likely have a photo gallery of parade entries, people at the 

park, etc. A couple of the SUP members rode with the DUP's parade entry. 

Bunk: Ski might be a good person to put in charge of Cotton Days 

organization. 

[5a.] Robin: Jeannine Hamelwright didn't get notified about the dinner, but 
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she wouldn't have been able to make it anyway because she fell and broke 

her hip and wrist. Bunk: But I was told by several people that they never got 

a reminder call about the dinner. Some members feel appreciated when they 

get that call, but I know we all get busy. DISCUSSION.  

 

6. Past president's report. Royce: We've already discussed situation with 

three lifetime members who haven't paid their dues. Bunk: Just keep trying.  

 

7. President elect. Ralph: No report.  

 

8. President's report. Bunk: In our Executive Committee meeting, we 

talked about the possibility of doing more mini treks. There are a few 

possibilities we thought of, such as the DUP museum, the Santa Clara 

museum where Charley Clayton volunteers, and I'm familiar with a Harvey 

McCarthur who has a big Harley-Davidson collection and McCarthur family 

museum-like collection at his warehouse. It would be well worth seeing on a 

mini trek. Water treatment plant also suggested. And airplane arrow 

monument on the hill. Bunk: I think everybody feels comfortable with the 

concept. I'll chat with the trek committee and see if they can work with the 

idea. 

[8a.] Bunk: As an Executive Committee, we wondered if July is a good time 

to have a dinner given the number of people out of town and so forth. We're 

suggesting a mini trek but no dinner. DISCUSSED and APPROVED. We'll 

tell Roland that we'll make that change so he can put it in the newsletter. 

Dave: I'd suggest we do the McArthur trek for that month. We did a trek that 

focused on the McArthur family some years ago, it was pretty interesting. 

[8b.] Bunk: I won't be able to attend the June board meeting on the 6th. But I 

think we should go ahead and have the meeting -- is it OK if I turn that over 

to Ralph or Don? APPROVED. It will take place in the normal time and 

location.  

[8c.] Bunk: We've talked about some committee assignments for Dave 

Mitchelie (?), Max Turpin and Delray Hammon. I didn't have time to act on 

them. DISCUSSION. Delray is on a mission. Robin: I don't think Dave is in 

town enough to fill an assignment. Mark Gustavson would be a good person 

to take over the Cotton Days committee. He retired young and is the right 

age to do something like that. Royce: Dave Mitchelie technically isn't a 

member of our chapter (yet). Max has marked on his application that he's 

willing to do just about anything.  

 

9. Dinners. Bunk: I think Roy Taylor does an outstanding job for the 
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scholarship program organization. Dave: Bill took great photos for the 

newsletter. Bunk: Some people are not getting their calls made to remind 

members and see if they're going to be attending so that we know how many 

to serve.  

[9a.] Lloyd Carter: We're always looking for someone for the programs. 

Berl Gordon is the only person I've got working with me, so getting the head 

count is worthwhile to help us know. Bunk: Do we have a new member that 

can head up getting the prayers and such? DISCUSSION.  

 

10. Calendar. We won't worry about a count for the trek. The only one 

where we've required that is when we're having a box lunch. Dave Whitaker 

will be the dinner speaker. No dinner in July. August we may be helping 

with the convention in Hurricane the 22nd through the 24th. The scholarship 

dinner at Hyrum Smith's will be Oct. 11. We may want to start the dinner at 

an earlier hour that far into October.  

 

11. Trails and monuments. Dave Rogers, covering for Durant. Stuart 

Radnall joined Durant at Convergence Park. The cover on our plaques there 

is breaking up so we need to get those replaced. The work starts with the 

committee, but we need to find someone responsible for replacing the 

covers. The plaques themselves are fine. Royce: The board talked about the 

family asking us to help fix those some months ago. Durant took him out to 

Fort Pearce to show him around. He was interested by everything going on.  

[11a.] Dave: BLM has finally approved our placement of the posts for the 

Temple Trail. We have to wait for the end of a 30-day public comment 

period, however. They don't expect any problems with that. REVIEW of the 

trail map. Dave: Our plan is to work with the county to create a map for the 

public. Paul Furr has the posts in his trailer, ready to go. I've asked the BLM 

if we can use their post hole digger. Our planning committee is going to 

drive out for a tour on Wednesday. The Temple Trail and Honeymoon Trail 

both go past Fort Pearce, so we'll stop there.  

 

12. Community involvement. Bryan: As far as the essays, there aren't a lot 

like there were last year. I'll need to pick up a $500 check from Mel for the 

expenses; I'll have a list of everything I need. Everything's done, and I've 

made a list of when it's done, when it's supposed to be done, so that the next 

person who comes in to do this has some idea of how to make it work. 

There's plenty of time to prepare for next year now. We didn't get Vista or 

Arrowhead this year. I don't know why they didn't want to; we've wasted a 

lot of time trying to get them involved. May 13 will be Washington 
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Elementary. Heritage Elementary will be May 17. Riverside will be May 20. 

Little Valley will be May 23. Bloomington Hills will be May 24. I've got 

volunteers for at least two of them, but I need more. For the program, we've 

been in touch with every teacher all summer, including Vista and 

Arrowhead. Some schools have gained classes, too. Bunk: I'll help out but 

I'm out of town from the 11th to the 20th. Put me down for the 23rd and 24th 

at Little Valley and Bloomington Hills. Dave Rogers, Mel and Don will go 

to Washington.  

 

13. Pioneer history. Bunk: We don't have a report because Leo's been 

dealing with his surgeries and hasn't been in attendance at the last couple of 

meetings. I'm concerned about him. Don: Max Turpin might be able to work 

in his place; we had talked about him working in Robin's place. Bunk: I'll 

talk to him. 

 

14. Publicity. David Summerhays: Roland couldn't be here today, but has 

asked about new membership information for the newsletter, but I guess 

there aren't any new members. We're going to be losing three of our 

committee members for the summer. We were going to use Max Turpin to 

back up Bill for the photography but it sounds like he's going to other 

committees. Can he do both? DISCUSSION. Board approves plan to ask 

Max if he will serve in both functions.  

 

15. Technology. Russ: No report. 

 

16. Close at 10:30 a.m.  
[16a.] Royce offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

June 6, 2016 

 

Attendees: President-elect Ralph Atkin, Mel Duelmeier, Lloyd Carter, Don 

Burton, Durant McArthur, Bryan Johnson, Russ Bateman, Ski Ingram, 

Royce Griffin, Dave Summerhays, Dean Terry. Kevin Jenkins appearing by 

phone.  

 

Excused: Bunk Robinson. 

 

1. President-elect Ralph Atkin called the meeting to order at 9:08 a.m. 

[1a.] Durant offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED with amendment 

to say Ralph or Royce would conduct this meeting, not Don. Kevin 

delivered them late, so not everyone has seen a copy. 

 

3. Treasurer's report. Mel: General account inflow transferred from the 

scholarship fund after the dinner was $276.50. New scholarship account 

inflow was $1,006.52. $1,000 of that was from the Belliston foundation 

folks. The remainder was an error by the bank that they corrected and 10 

cents interest. Outflow was $1,325 -- we didn't get the bill from the April 

dinner until May. Ralph: We had 30 guests at the scholarship dinner. For the 

scholarship fund at Cache Valley Bank, we deposited the $1,000 check. So 

the total is $12,571.71 for the general account. We paid out $500 for the 

essays competition; $100 per school. So the total for the scholarship account 

is $34,760.71. Report reviewed and APPROVED. 

 

4. National report. Don: The website for the national convention is up to 

register for it. It will be Sept. 22-24. There will be three big buses coming 

with people from up north, so if you want to go on any of the tours it might 

be a good idea to sign up now. The tours will include the Hurricane Mesa, 

Kolob Fingers & New Harmony, and Zion National Park with the possibility 

of Grafton.  

[4a.] Don: I picked up extra magazines for recruiting while I was up north. 

[4b.] National has started the digitizing of all the SUP's records for 
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FamilySearch.  

[4c.] The national office reiterated the importance of the sustaining 

membership endowment fund effort to maintain the headquarters building.  

[4d.] There will be some activities going on up north in July if any of our 

members are going to be up there. 

 

5. President-elect's report. Ralph: We are not planning a dinner in July, but 

have talked about a mini-trek to learn more about the McArthur family's 

pioneer history. We'll probably do that on the 16th; from the minutes it 

wasn't clear if Bunk had made the arrangements for a set date otherwise. 

Royce: We should have mention of that in the newsletter. Ralph: The August 

trek is yet to be arranged. Because of the national convention in September, 

we don't have a dinner that month. Lloyd, can you get a speaker for August? 

There's still a little time to get it arranged.  

[5a.] Ralph: I visited Hyrum and Gail Smith this week. The dinner plans are 

established.  

[5b.] REVIEW of the essay contest. Durant: When I went to Riverside, 

Principal Staheli asked how he can become part of our group. I haven't got 

an application to him yet.  

[5c.] Further calendar REVIEW. June 20th will be Executive Committee 

meeting. June 21, Dave Whitaker will be the dinner speaker. Lloyd: I don't 

know for sure if he will be the speaker yet. I'm working on it, but my wife's 

got cancer and I'm not sure I'll even be able to be there. I have Randy 

Wilkinson as a backup option. Nov. 5 will be the leadership training for the 

four chapters down here.  

[5d.] Ralph: How's Leo Lyman doing? Durant: I called and left a message. 

The surgery was going to be two months ago, so I assume he's had it.  

 

6. Communications. David Summerhays: We weren't able to get an article 

in The Spectrum for the last trek. Dave Rogers wrote it -- he did a great job 

with it but we got to the offices too late to submit that. And it was two and a 

half times too long for what they'll accept, and he didn't want to cut it down 

because it would have destroyed the article. 

[6a.] Bill Chapman's gone for the summer. At the dinner he could only get 

nine member photos because of his need to cover the scholarship winners, 

but at least it's a start. 

 

7. Member services. Lloyd Carter: I haven't really got anything. 

DISCUSSION about David Whitaker's delays in committing to speak at this 

month's dinner.  
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8. Community involvement. Bryan: I've provided a complete lineup of 

what my replacement will have to do and when in order to keep the school 

essay contests going smoothly. Whoever takes over will have to go to the 

schools to talk to people to keep that communication open and ensure who's 

going to participate. I've talked to Gustaveson. He said he's so busy he can't 

take this job. But you said you discussed asking DelRay; he will be great. 

Don: Max Turpin's name has been bandied about a lot. I think he would do 

whatever you want. But we would have to replace Hammon.  

 

9. Technology. Russ: I have some major concerns but they will wait until 

the next board meeting.  

[9a.] Ski: I'm moving to Gilbert, Ariz., so you'll need to find someone else to 

take care of the website. But you don't have to replace me right away -- that's 

something I can do from down there, even though I'll be far away. Sale of 

our house closes July 7. The website is a lot easier to negotiate than it used 

to be. DISCUSSION.The website lists all of the board members, their email 

addresses and phone numbers. We should provide back histories of the 

members. 

 

10. Development. Dean Terry not present; he hasn't provided a report. (But 

Dean did arrive later. There was some additional brief DISCUSSION about 

the scholarship fundraising dinner at Hyrum and Gail Smith's. Dean: 

Everything's going well with preparations, but we may end up having 

Golden Corral cater it. If so, I will pay for it.) 

 

11. Trails and Landmarks. Durant: Dave Rogers has worked long and hard 

on the Temple Trail project. We've about wrapped it up. The board needs to 

approve spending $500 (plus or minus some) to fund a map / brochure for 

the public that will use the trail. It's under contract -- we're partnering with 

D-ASIA and the BLM on that. APPROVED. Kevin: It would be nice to get 

the public involved and whet their appetite. Pioneer Day is coming up next 

month. The timing of that would provide us an opportunity to get attention 

from people that are interested, but it sounds like we don't expect to be done 

by then. I've talked with Dave before about getting some publicity for the 

project but he said the timing wasn't right. I don't know if that has changed. 

Durant: The other thing we need to get taken care of is placing the posts. We 

don't have enough people recruited to put those posts in but we're planning 

to meet at 8:30 on June 15 and 16 at Albertsons to get it done. Don: I've got 

a board meeting next week; I can pass along the information. 
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[11a.] Durant: The newsletter mentioned that Charles Topham worked with 

Doug Simkins to get in the directional signs for the old Hamblin cemetery, 

using GPS. Don: The Hebron cemetery west of Enterprise needs signs as 

well. Dean: My ancestors are there. The Hurricane people did some work on 

that; there is a sign and a big monument. That's how I became involved in 

the SUP back when. I got somebody to grade in a road for the dedication at 

the time. When we did the Hamblin cemetery, we got all the families to 

participate. I'll go to the county commissioners and will get the road 

regraded. I know they'll do that. Royce: The lava quarry monument needs 

some upgrades, but who would do it? Durant: We could get somebody to do 

it for us, but we ought to pay for it. 

 

12. Close at 10:20 a.m. 

[12a.] Mel offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

July 11, 2016 

 

Attendees: Leo Lyman, Russ Bateman, Don Burton, Durant McArthur, Mel 

Duelmeier, Royce Griffin, Bunk Robinson, Ralph Atkin, Lloyd Carter, Dean 

Terry. Kevin Jenkins appearing by phone.  

 

Excused: Dave Summerhays 

 

1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m. 

[1a.] Durant offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Technology report. Russ: I need to leave early, but want to let you know 

I have bought a home in Orem and will be leaving in a couple of weeks to be 

closer to my grandkids. I want to express my thanks to the chapter. Durant: 

An institution is leaving. Russ: The audio equipment is in Kent Beus' hands. 

I am recommending Gary Smith for a replacement. Bunk: Thank you for all 

you've done for us. Gary was a radio engineer for Bonneville. 

[2a.] Bunk: We're also losing Ski Ingram. Ski sent me an email about our 

website. He said he talked to the people at GoDaddy.com, which hosts our 

website. Ski's email: Our renewal for the website is coming up on Aug. 27. 

The chapter's website needs to be taken off my account and moved to the 

new account for whomever replaces me as webmaster. When you name 

somebody, I can get with them and help them get set up. The renewal fee is 

going to be $149. DISCUSSION of possible replacements and the quality of 

the website. Dean: We should contact the chapter covering the area where 

Russ Bateman is moving, so they can get him involved up there. Bunk: If 

someone is interested in finding out about Southern Utah pioneers and 

Googles that, what comes up? We should work on getting attention for 

ourselves and our website.  

 

3. Secretary's report. Minutes reviewed and APPROVED with amendment 

to correct [5c.] "my wife has cancer" to "his (Dave Whitaker's) wife has 

cancer," and [8.] "we would have to replace Hammon" with "or we could 

replace him with Hammons."  
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4. Treasurer's report. Mel: The dinner turnout was not great. We brought 

in $660 and they charged us $827. Bunk: I worried that we wouldn't have 

enough people. We were late getting calls made. Mel: Two people who have 

been on the scholarship recipient list for a long time waiting to collect have 

now claimed their awards. One or two people who hadn't paid national dues 

have taken care of that. We paid out $155.96 for a monument restoration. 

Our fund total is $12,275.84 in the general account. There is one outstanding 

check of $927 for dinners that I wrote at the end of the month. Royce: 

Golden Corral leaves us in the dark sometimes about what we'll owe them. I 

talked to them about it at the dinner and they said the owner trusts us to pay, 

and I said, 'Yeah, but we need the bill.' Mel: I went in to Golden Corral and 

he told me the bill; I wrote out the check right there. Bunk: I think it's 

working out OK. The problem last time was we got started late, there were a 

lot of people out of town. Typically we make money on our dinners; I think 

we can work with this. Mel: We brought $26 into the scholarship account 

and $1,000 came in from the Belliston trust; we paid out $3,000. There are 

still four scholarships we've awarded that remain to be collected by the 

students. Total in the scholarship account: $31,786.71. Bunk: That fund is 

building slowly and we need to consider that, how we want to deal with that. 

Don: National watches how much that builds, as well. Report APPROVED.  

 

5. National report. Don: We were supposed to have a report in by July 1 on 

where we stand with our monuments. Charlie sent me a note, and he's talked 

to national leadership -- I don't know if we have a complete list yet, but I'll 

find out tomorrow where they're at. But I think he's done a good job of tying 

into national leadership. I think the national leadership was hoping to have a 

list finished in time for the national convention in Hurricane this fall.  

[5a.] Jim Hurst is the contact if anyone wants to go pull a handcart in the 

July 24 parade in Salt Lake City. The SUP is going to have 10 handcarts to 

symbolize the 10 handcart companies that came across the Plains. 

[5b.] Area leadership training was going to be Nov. 5 but after I notified the 

national leadership I was going to be out of town, they changed it to Nov. 12 

when I'll be back. We've had it in Hurricane in the past to keep it in a 

centralized location for all the Southern Utah chapters, is that OK again? 

Bunk: That will be fine.  

[5c.] Registration for the national convention is easy online with a credit 

card. We should encourage anyone who hasn't registered yet to do so. 

[5d.] Bunk: I'd like to address the SUP's Boy Scouts initiative. READS letter 

from national headquarters to BSA executives. Letter addresses history of 

pioneers and their values, and the Holladay chapter's longstanding practice 
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of presenting a patch to Scouts who complete criteria relating to pioneer 

history. Participation in the program has languished in recent years and the 

national council would like to see it revitalized and expanded, inviting other 

Scout councils in Utah and Idaho to get involved. Bunk: So what are they 

asking us to do? Don: They just want us all to be aware of the program. It's 

not a merit badge, it's a history patch for their uniforms. Once the patch is in, 

if the SUP chapters want it they can obtain it for a small fee. But I think a lot 

of the effort is going to have to come from the BSA's side, considering the 

number of Scouts out there. They haven't given us any direction, though. 

Royce: Maybe we can contact the council about it. I think it's a great idea.  

 

6. Past president's report. Royce: I noticed Durant went to Riverside 

Elementary to talk about the essay contest. Durant: I haven't given them an 

application yet. Royce: I think using the newsletter is a good way to do it.  

 

7. President's report. Bunk: The second time I was over at Harvey 

McArthur's place for our family history mini trek, I learned even more than 

when I'd been there the first time. It's pretty amazing. Harvey attended to us 

even though his wife was having some serious health problems at the 

hospital, but eventually had to leave when she went into ICU. Dean provides 

an update on his wife's similar ongoing health issues. Durant: That was a 

great trek. I'd like to spend more time in that last room.  

[7a.] Bunk: When we decided to have a mini trek in July, we opted for no 

dinner in July but to have one in August. But we still don't have a speaker 

yet. DISCUSSION. Lloyd: We might end up just calling people up to talk 

about their family histories -- not as testimonials, but recognizing that there 

are some interesting histories. Ralph: I just heard Susan Savage speak in 

Hurricane. She gave a good presentation. Bunk: She's a special ed teacher 

and a descendant of Levi Savage. Durant: Leo has been working on history 

of Paiutes before Mormon pioneers arrived. DISCUSSION of Indian slave 

trade. Leo: I'd be glad to do a presentation on that sometime. Lloyd will 

contact Susan to see if she's available for Aug. 16. Don: A possible speaker, 

maybe for next year, could be the new director of the Family Search Library 

-- Sister Mickelsen -- as construction moves forward on the library. I can ask 

her about it.  

[7b.] Bunk: We haven't had a major trek in quite a while. Do we want to 

discuss that? Dean: There are a lot of treks listed for the national convention. 

Bunk: Good point. We can put our emphasis there.  

[7c.] Bunk: In the past, we've given out a modern pioneer award. We didn't 

do one last year. We could do one this year at the November dinner. Don: I 
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see a lot of the chapters honor their long-time members rather than going out 

to the community. I would recommend that you consider that. Dean: I think 

we should do an organization. SkyWest should be one.  

[7d.] Bunk: It's good to see Leo back. I've had a hard time contacting you 

and need to get an updated phone number. Leo reports on his surgery, 

removal of landline. Cell is 632-7700. 

[7e.] I talked with Charles Topham about possibility of taking over Historic 

Site committee. He's more than willing to take that on. I told him we'd like 

to have him come to one of our board meetings, and he'll be joining us at 

some point in the future. Durant: Does this create a new board directorship? 

Bunk: I don't think that's what we're talking about. He's already on the 

committee. But it may not be a bad idea. We'll discuss it in our Executive 

Committee meeting. Dean: Kent McComb is a great historian -- he'd be a 

great one to use.  

[7f.] DISCUSSION of Dean's involvement with Cotton Days presentations 

each year. Dean: I'm getting a lot of help. Bunk: There's plenty of us who 

can do the work, but we need someone to organize it.  

[7g.] Bunk: I did talk with Delray Hammon about Community Involvement. 

He's willing to take on an assignment but he's not going to be finished with 

his mission until January. We won't have a lot going on until then. Durant: 

January would be the right time to start working that committee. Bunk: 

Yeah. He didn't say no, but we'll need to talk about it.  

[7g.] Calendar review: Executive Committee meeting will be next Monday, 

national convention Sept. 22-24, scholarship dinner on Oct. 18 (Hyrum and 

Gail will speak on the history of Franklin Planner), Nov. 15 dinner, 

Christmas dinner will be Dec. 20. Bunk: I've spoken with the Community 

Center people about the meeting room. We'll need to keep working with 

them on next year. The Christmas dinner will definitely be in the old room 

where we'll have more space. The Executive Committee talked about 

possibly moving the dinner to Wednesday to get around the Tae Kwon Do 

scheduling conflict there.  

 

8. Trails and Landmarks. Durant: I got copies of Wayne Pace's booklet 

documenting the red sandstone quarry monument. It's for sale at $10. It has a 

lot of information dwelling heavily on what Wayne did to get the project 

done. It's for sale at the BLM office.  

[8a.] The Temple Timber Trail map is progressing but won't be ready for 

July 24. We're envisioning it showing the trail in two segments and 

providing the GPS coordinates so people could find their way. Otherwise, 

trying to find your way on that trail could be a real adventure. I've lost a few 
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pieces of my truck. I've reviewed some historical things about the trail with 

David for inclusion on the map. We've got $500 invested and I presume it 

will cost at least that much more, and that the chapter is expecting to cover 

that? Dean: Definitely, this is a treasure. I'm looking forward to it. Durant: 

We met with Ken Sizemore at D-ASIA and they're willing to contribute, and 

we'll put their logo on and maybe the BLM's logo as well. We're working 

with a company in Springdale to finalize the map. Bunk: What kind of time 

frame are we talking about? Durant: Well, definitely by next July 24; I hope 

sooner than that. Kevin has mentioned that The Spectrum may be interested 

in doing a report. Don: National is interested too. But it's not going to be 

ready in time for the national convention? Durant: No. Dean: (joking) We 

should put in a marker where David Rogers walked out. Leo: Several people 

are pushing me for a pamphlet that the counties and BLM would help 

publish, that would tell history of Navajos -- livestock raids in Southern 

Utah. There are at least four significant historic issues that relate to that area. 

Maybe the Executive Committee can discuss the possibility of helping to 

fund a pamphlet that would include a copy of the map. It won't hurt my 

feelings if we don't do it, but I'd like to have a discussion on it.  

[8b.] We mentioned the sign repairs at Confluence Park. I went and looked 

at them; they're all great. DISCUSSION of Hebron, Hamblin cemetery road 

access and sign placement. Dean: Hamblin has been graded and they've done 

a nice job.  

 

9. Member services. Lloyd: I'm wondering if we want to discuss possible 

replacements for dinner program chairman. Everything's taken care of for 

this year, but in January I will have done it for three years and although I've 

enjoyed it maybe we could agree on someone else. Berle Gordon has helped 

me and done a great job, but I don't know what his situation is as far as 

possibly taking it over. He has been handling most of the monthly selections 

for the dinner programs recently. If you're happy with how we're handling it, 

we'll continue. Bunk: We may not have mentioned it, but it is a five-year 

appointment (joking). Dean: The new president may change the bylaws next 

year, given his law experience. Lloyd: Are you happy with how we're doing 

the headcount. Bunk: We've been doing well. I think we need to get back to 

doing it with plenty of notice before the dinners.  

 

10. Development. Dean: It sounds like there's plenty of money for the 

essays and the scholarships are going good. I missed the report on that today, 

but I'll just mention on the side that the Heritage Park in Enterprise is 

celebrating its 20th year this year. Some Scout projects are going to 
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celebrate that on July 24. We'll have a little ceremony and such. And the 

Eagle Scouts will be in the parade, and they'll be pulling my handcart.  

 

11. Pioneer History. Leo: I don't have anything for our chapter, except that 

Wayne Pace, through Doug Alder, called me to ask if I and the chapter are 

interested in cooperating with the Encampment Mall chapter's essay contest 

on local history. I don't know if it's connected to a scholarship program; I 

don't think they do that. But it would involve essays by high school kids. It's 

something the Executive Committee needs to address. I told him I would be 

willing to be on the committee that judges the essays. They're fellow SUP 

members. But would we as a chapter have an interest in participating? Don: 

I know that they're doing some things with the university. The chapter 

president is Derek Rowley, not Wayne. He got involved with Doug or 

somebody at the college. He is proposing that the Dixie Encampment Mall 

chapter commit to a long-term oral history program collected in which Dixie 

State would help with volunteer staff. The chapter is seeking $2,500 to 

finance 50 transcription and audio resources per year, and wants to establish 

a Dixie Encampment collection of oral histories focusing on first generation 

pioneers. The project would involve training chapter members on 

conducting interviews and providing public access to the extent possible to 

the Voices of Remembrance collection. Leo: That's a lot bigger than the 

student essay contest that was pitched to me. Don: They raised a lot of 

money for the monument -- $50,000. This oral history project is really a big 

thing, and it's being driven by just a few people. I don't think it's any conflict 

with what we're doing. Dean: It would help strengthen us, wouldn't it. Leo: 

Doug Alder has a lot of oral histories that have been transcribed and he's 

publishing a book from that. It's a worthwhile effort. Somehow, he inherited 

a bunch of oral histories; maybe the college did that. Durant: It sounds very 

ambitious, but if they can do that it would be great.  

 

12. Close at 10:44 a.m. 

[12a.] Dean offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

August 1, 2016 

 

Attendees: Royce Griffin, Bunk Robinson, Ralph Atkin, Leo Lyman, Dave 

Summerhays, Durant McArthur. Kevin Jenkins appearing by phone.  

 

Excused: Mel Duelmeier, Roland Lee 

 

1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. He 

noted that we're unusually light on attendance this month. 

[1a.] Dave offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Treasurer's report. Bunk: Mel is gone for his end-of-summer break. We 

paid out one $1,000 scholarship this month. That reduced the scholarship 

account balance to $30,786.71. The general account balance is $11,675.84. 

We paid a $600 check from it to Washington County GPS for their help with 

the Temple Timber Trail map.  

 

3. Past president's report. Royce: I made a list of each member for 

potential committee assignments. I just listed everyone, unless I knew 

they're on a mission. We need to look at the number of pending positions. 

We can do that at this month's Executive Committee meeting. I found that 

there are 47 members who have assignments, 27 who do not. Their 

biographies mention their talents and interests. I think it's important to make 

sure they feel like they're part of the chapter by doing something. Bunk: Do 

we want to consider creating a membership committee to oversee the 

activity of our members? We have the member services committee, and 

Lloyd Carter does membership retention. We're not gaining members. We're 

going to start losing people quickly if we don't have someone tracking them. 

We should all be involved in inviting new members, but we need someone 

to really beat the drum. Ralph knows one person who is applying and Royce 

one other who might be joining. He's willing if he doesn't have to do the 

website. Bunk: Let's get one person to oversee the membership services 

committee and have him put together an active committee. Bunk: We need 

to get the membership committee together to make recommendations, or we 

could spend all day on it. Durant: Could John Matthews be the chairman? 
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Bunk: This has really been kind of an Executive Committee assignment but 

we could take the Executive Committee out of it, put this under Lloyd. 

DISCUSSION. Bunk: We can talk to John, see if he's interested. Ralph: We 

should get Brent Hall in there. He's very politically connected. Bunk: OK, I 

will call Brent Hall and see if he'll take it over. Royce: John could be on the 

committee if he's willing.  

[3a.] DISCUSSION about Charles Summerhayes, who has dropped off the 

list. He and his wife have been having some health problems, he didn't 

renew his membership.  

 

4. President-elect's report. Ralph: I'll just mention that we really need to 

revitalize the club and get people that are young as new members. Bunk: I'm 

going to challenge each member of the board to bring in at least one new 

member. We need to turn the organization over to Ralph in good shape.  

 

5. President's report. Bunk: Everybody felt good about the mini-trek and 

the newsletter had a great write-up on it. Dave: Jerry did one and Roland did 

one too.  

[5a.] Bunk: We need to come up with a replacement for Russ Bateman. I've 

extended an invitation to Gary Smith. He hasn't agreed yet -- he said he 

wanted to talk to his wife. But he was interested as long as he doesn't have to 

do the website. Which we should be able to work with. That shouldn't really 

be at all hard. The company Ski Ingram worked with handles it, so all we 

need to do is plug in the information. Bunk: Maybe Max Turpin could 

handle that. Royce: He could do two or three things. But according to Ski's 

comments, we need to get that renewed soon.  

[5b.] Bunk: We plan to issue a modern-day pioneer award this fall. We 

didn't do one last year, and I'm not sure who we're expecting to honor this 

year. We've talked about Stan Fisher or David Rogers within our chapter. 

There's also Paul Furr, because of his involvement in the Temple Trail post 

and mapping project. We also talked about presenting the award to a 

company or organization, such as SkyWest. DISCUSSION. Ralph and 

Royce: Dave Rogers sounds good. Dave: He had his knee surgery 10 days 

ago, and he's been having a lot more pain than anyone expected. MOVED 

and APPROVED, that two awards will go to Dave Rogers and SkyWest. We 

can also recognize Paul Furr in a different way. Ralph DISCUSSES history 

of SkyWest, which he founded. Bunk: It's a great success story.  

[5c.] Bunk: Charles Topham is ready to take over the historic sites 

committee. Durant: That is under my direction. But should we elevate the 

historic sites job to a board position? DISCUSSION. Bunk: I think it's OK as 
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it is. Would you call him and just go over what your expectations are with 

him? I told him we'd talk about it today.  

[5d.] Bunk: We need to fill Community involvement board vacancy. I talked 

to Delray Hammon about it. He's on a mission until the first of the year but 

he's interested in taking on the assignment. So he has three to four months to 

get organized. Roy Taylor will help him.  

[5e.] Bunk: We were light on attendance at the last dinner because we were 

late making the phone call reminders. We lost a little bit of money, but we're 

OK since we normally make a bit of profit. I'll try to give everybody more 

advanced notice for the August dinner. A couple of us may have to pick up 

some extra calling assignments.  

[5f.] Bunk: The national convention is coming up. We need to make 

reservations by the end of August if we want to take advantage of the 

reduced registration fee. Lyman Hafen will be the main speaker. I'll have 

Roland email all our members by the end of the month to give them a 

reminder.  

 

6. Trails and Landmarks. Durant: We have a beautiful map for the Temple 

Timber Trail project with about 100 GPS locations establishing the route 

from Fort Pierce to the sawmill. It will include the story of the trail. Leo and 

I plan to put in a paragraph about other trails that intersect it, like the 

Dominguez-Escalante Spanish Trail, the Honeymoon Trail and the Navajo 

Horse Thief Trail, although we're thinking maybe we ought to just call that 

the Navajo Trail to avoid offending anyone. Durant and Leo: We need to 

clarify some of the history about which trail was used for what purpose by 

the Navajos. Durant: We need to get it done by next July 24 and we ought to 

get that information to Kevin so we can get some publicity in The Spectrum. 

 

7. Calendar. Bunk: The upcoming activities we have include the Executive 

Committee meeting on the 15th, the dinner on the 16th with Susan Savage 

speaking and the board meeting on Sept. 5. Ralph: I'll be absent for that one 

because I'll be on a European river trip. Bunk: The National Convention in 

Hurricane will be Sept. 22 to 24. The scholarship fundraiser dinner will be at 

Hyrum Smith's house on Oct. 18. We'll present the modern-day pioneer 

award at the Nov. 15 dinner. We don't have a speaker lined up for that yet. 

Royce: We could get the director of the temple visitors center. We heard him 

speak at another event and he would be great. Leo: Actually, I was 

scheduled tentatively to talk about the Navajo Trail at that dinner. But I don't 

want to take the opportunity away from the visitors center people. Ralph: 

They want to do it next year, so we can stick with the plan for you to speak. 
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Bunk: Do we want to have a different group for the entertainment at the Dec. 

20 dinner instead of the singers who've done the Christmas program the past 

couple of years? I think a little variety would be nice, and it costs us a bit to 

have to feed a group that large. Royce: I think it would be good to get 

someone different. Leo: Bryan Rasmussen said he would be interested in 

working with the program agendas if someone needs help. Bunk: I'll call 

him. Ralph: Dec. 20 is when we'll also be doing the new officer installation. 

But we haven't talked yet about who would be our possibilities for the new 

president-elect. DISCUSSION. Charles Topham and Lloyd Carter 

suggested. Ralph: I have a couple of friends in Northern Utah who do 

European folklore music. Their son lives here, so with your approval I can 

call and see if they'll do the Christmas program. If that's the day I'm getting 

installed, that might be extra incentive for them. He's the voice director for 

BYU's opera program. 

 

8. Communications. Dave: I talked to Roland last night to see if he needs 

anything else for the newsletter and he said it's about done. It was out this 

morning. Ralph: He is a miracle man. DISCUSSION. Dave: Jerry got the 

article out on the mini-trek, as I mentioned.  

 

9. Dinners. Bunk: We will get the old room at the Washington City 

Community Center for the November dinner, but Ralph and I need to go out 

and talk to them at some point and say the other room we've been using 

really isn't working out, and see if we can get a better arrangement for next 

year.  

 

10. Close at 10:29 a.m. 

[10a.] Ralph offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

September 12, 2016 

 

Attendees: President Bunk Robinson, Durant McArthur and Don Burton. 

Kevin Jenkins appearing by phone.  

 

The Board gathered as previously scheduled at 9 a.m., but with only three 

members present and Kevin appearing by phone Bunk determined that no 

formal activity could take place. Some informal discussion occurred on 

various subjects, including the presidency's decision to present this year's 

Modern Pioneer Award to Stan Fisher and Dave Rogers. Durant noted that 

we've discussed presenting a special award to Paul Furr, also, for his work 

with Dave on the Temple Trail project. Bunk said that Lloyd Carter has 

accepted the invitation to be next year's president-elect. Don mentioned that 

SUP members will now pay their national dues directly to national 

headquarters, and the local chapters will only be responsible for collecting 

their local portion. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

October 3, 2016 

 

Attendees: President Bunk Robinson, Durant McArthur, Royce Griffin, 

David Summerhays, Lloyd Carter, and Dean Terry  

 

Excused: Mel Duehlmeier, Kevin Jenkins, Ralph Atkin 

 

1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:15 a.m. 

Lloyd Carter offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Secretary's report. The September BOD meeting notes were 

acknowledged but that meeting was informal because a quorum was not 

present. 

 

3. Treasurer's report. Bunk presented a summary treasurer’s report in 

Mel’s absence.  We have over $11,000 in the general account and about 

$20,000 in the scholarship account.   

 

4. General Discussion.  Lloyd Carter withdrew as the upcoming president-

elect because of some family issues he needs to attend to.  Dean Terry’s wife 

Carol has colon cancer and is scheduled for surgery. 

 

5. Calendar review discussion led by Bunk. 

 

October 17:      Executive Committee Meeting 

October 18:      Scholarship Fundraising Dinner at Hyrum and Gail Smith’s 

Eagle Mountain Ranch in Gunlock.  Hyrum to speak on the history of 

the Franklin Planner. 

November 7:      November Board Meeting 

November 12:    Area Training, 10 am – Noon, Hurricane Stake Center 

November 15:    Dinner Meeting, Leo Lyman Speaker (Durant confirmed 

with Leo after the board meeting).  Modern Pioneer award to be 

presented to David Rogers with a recognition also being given to Paul 

Furr for his assistance on the Temple Timber Trail project. 

December 20:    Christmas Dinner.  Musical program by a group that Ralph 
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Atkin has arranged for. 

January 2:      January Board Meeting  

 

6. Other Business discussion led by Bunk. 

 

National Convention:  About 18 members and wives from the Cotton 

Mission Chapter were among 325 people who attended the SUP 

National Convention September 22-24 in Hurricane. The conventions 

spotlighted the scenic and historic sites around Hurricane and featured 

terrific speakers and music. .Author and emeritus member of the 

Second Quorum of the Seventy, Gerald Lund, was the keynote 

speaker after the banquet on Saturday.  The convention has been 

highlighted in our newsletter.  David Summerhays is working on a 

news release. 

 

New Members:  Rick Bentley, Richard Bradford.  National dues will now be 

billed and paid directly by National; local dues billed and paid by 

chapters. 

 

National Reports:  Royce reviewed the two chapter award options, Chapter 

Excellence and Chapter Recognition. 

 

Modern Pioneer Award:  Will be awarded to David Rogers for his many 

contributions especially leading the effort to properly mark, map, and 

recognize the Temple Timber Trail.  A certificate will be awarded to 

as well to Paul Furr substantially assisted in that effort. 

 

Chapter Committee Assignments:   

•  Dinner Committee, Lloyd Carter will continue to coordinate 

with Byron Rasmussen assisting. 

•  Membership Committee, Needs some attention.  Brent Hall 

cannot serve because of other commitments.  Perhaps George 

Whitehead and/or Richard Whitehead could be recruited. 

•  Cotton Days, Kent McComb was suggested-Bunk will contact.  

Dean Terry will continue his support although some of his equipment 

may not be available in the future (his family wants to sell some of it). 

•  Technology Committee, Max Turpin. 

•  Community Involvement, Del Ray Hammons vice Brian 

Johnson 
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7. Director’s Committee Reports.  These had been covered in other 

sections above or were not addressed because the chairs were not present. 

 

Benediction was offered by Dean Terry. 

 

Adjourned at 10:36 am.  
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 

 

Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 

 

November 7, 2016 

 

Attendees: Bunk Robinson, Durant McArthur, Leo Lyman, Dean Terry, Mel 

Duelmeier, Royce Griffin, Ralph Atkin, Lloyd Carter. Roy Taylor arriving 

late and Kevin Jenkins appearing by phone.  

 

Excused: Dave Summerhays 

 

1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m.  

[1a.] Leo offered opening prayer.  

 

2. Secretary's report. Review of Durant's minutes from last month's 

meeting. APPROVED with amendment: George Walters should be George 

Whitehead and the musical group Ralph Atkin arranged is led by Abe 

Young, a former SUP president. 

 

3. Treasurer's report. Mel: In the general account, we brought in $5,215 in 

new scholarships, mostly from the dinner. That was a little bit more than 

we've usually had at the dinner. I wrote a check for $5,135 to scholarship 

fund -- the rest was for memberships. Miscellaneous additions to the fund 

were $6,667. So we have a total of $11,708.12. A year ago we had $12,501. 

With the $5,135 written to the scholarship fund and no outflow, the ending 

balance is $34,921.71. A year ago the total was $29,021, so we're up almost 

$5,000. There are three scholarships that haven't been paid yet -- one will be 

home the first part of next year from a mission. The other two are inactive. 

 

4. Calendar. Bunk: The area training for our leadership will be Nov. 12 at 

stake center in Hurricane. Don Burton sent an email with the agenda for us, 

and the national leadership wants us all to take 10 minutes to share our 

accomplishments from the year with each other. Durant: Don is going to 

have David Rogers take 10 minutes on the Temple Trail project. Dinner 

meeting will be Nov. 15 with the Modern-Day Pioneer Award and the 

certificate for work done with the Temple Trail. Royce: I've ordered that. 

Then there will be a board meeting Dec. 5. The Executive Committee 

meeting will be Dec. 19th and the Christmas dinner will be on the 20th. 
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REMINISCENCES about history of the St. George Tabernacle. The first 

board meeting of the new year will be Jan. 9.  

 

5. President's report. Bunk: Charles Topham has declined the invitation to 

be our president-elect for next year, the latest in a group we've asked. So we 

need to discuss that and come up with a finalized candidate before next 

month's dinner. Dean: Kent Macomb would be a good president. I've joked 

with him about it. Other possibilities suggested: Bill Chapman, Kent Beus, 

Gaylen Poulsen, Doug Simkins, Thad Stewart, Richard, David and George 

Whitehead (Dean: Let's give them a year). Thad Stewart and Kent Macomb 

top preferences. APPROVED that Bunk will contact them, starting with 

Thad. He'll let everybody know by email. Royce: You know, David Hinton 

has been president three times in Hurricane. It's a good calling. 

 

6. Past president's report. Royce: Richard Bradford sent his application 

and bio but hasn't paid his dues, so I had suggested that we just pay his dues 

under the Family and Friends plan and then collect from him later. Ralph: 

Who follows up on this? Royce: It's under Mel. Bunk: I think followup on 

member recruitment and new member assimilation should be a full-time 

committee assignment. Bunk: If we do that, I think it should be a board 

member assignment to have a representative here at this meeting. Ralph?: 

We could also make that something for the Moment in History -- having 

new members tell a little about themselves. Lloyd will call Byron 

Rasmussen about getting them to do that and assign where he needs help 

with dinner programs. Royce: Byron has been a chapter president before. 

Applications always go to Mel, then the information comes back to me. Mel: 

I don't have information on a couple of new members that are Ralph's 

friends. DISCUSSION about a variety of members and their status. Ralph 

mentions some people who would make good members of the chapter and 

add some excitement. We'll try to contact them. Bunk: We'll wait until the 

Executive Committee meeting to discuss the Membership Committee and 

see if we can't come up with a chairman. 

[6a.] Dean: Do we memorialize people who have passed away any more? 

We used to have people do that at the dinners. Bunk: We send their names to 

national and national does a nice tribute. Kevin: Maybe at the Christmas 

dinner we could just take time to talk about the events of the past year and 

incorporate that. Bunk: We don't want to spend a lot of time at the dinner. 

There's a lot going on that evening, including the changing of the (executive) 

guard. Durant: Maybe we could just do a moment of silence at the last 

dinner of the year as we call off their names. Bunk: Who will gather those 
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names? Royce: I try to keep a running record. Dean: I could look at the 

roster and tell you. We've only had one or two changes.  

 

7. Trails and Landmarks. Durant: We're working on getting David Rogers 

honored and he's trying to get Paul Furr here. I can email a copy of the 

plaque / certificate to Roland. The only other thing I have is Charles Topham 

certainly did a good job of having people check up on the monuments.  

 

8. Dinners. Lloyd: I'll talk with Byron Rasmussen and report back. Every 

time I come here I get more ideas for speakers. If there are other people 

you'd like to have give the Moment in History, let me know. I could use 

some help on that. Dean: Put it out for volunteers at the dinner. We have 

some people who never get the ball because we don't give it to them.  

 

9. Technology. Bunk: We said Max Turpin will be taking over that 

assignment. And Ski Ingram said he'll still be available from Arizona if we 

need any help in dealing with it. 

 

10. Scholarships. Roy: I came to get clarification on the Charlie Clayton 

scholarship award and how the chapter wants to administer it. Also, there's 

been some discussion about adding charter schools to the list of scholarship 

entities, and I need direction. Dean: We already have Tuacahn as one of the 

schools. But there are others we could add. I've even suggested adding 

Beaver Dam, but there's been a suggestion from the committee that we 

should limit the scholarships to Washington County. Also, we got a $1,000 

credit from the Belliston Foundation that we didn't deserve and we need to 

get that money used. DISCUSSION. Roy: The judging committee read the 

essay for the Clayton award last year but it was pretty much a moot point 

because the recipient was already decided by Charlie. Dean: If we're going 

to alter the rules for that, we need to let Charlie know that we've got to be 

able to establish the recipient. He may not have a recipient chosen every 

year. He did last year but he doesn't this year. There's no question that we're 

trying to appease Charlie on this, but the question is whether it's worth it. 

Yes, we think it is. He has not brought anybody who isn't worthy. Bunk: So 

we'll just take it year by year? He has contributed more than just his 

scholarship money to us.  

[10a.] Roy: We're going to approach the schools starting Jan. 1 to give them 

time for better participation. We're also going to make the application a little 

more scholarly. We'll ask for fewer words that report on pioneers and 

comparison to modern age. We're trying to challenge the applicant a little 
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more.  

[10b.] DISCUSSION about limiting scholarships to Washington County 

institutions. Bunk: I got a letter from Stan Fisher saying, with respect, he 

doesn't think we're doing a proper service to the applicant if we effectively 

say they can only use the scholarship if they stay here at home. Ralph and 

others: We're great Dixie State University boosters but Dixie State can't fill 

every need, and some students may want to broaden their horizons by going 

to school somewhere else. Ralph makes motion that students be able to use 

scholarship wherever they want, with second from Kevin. Ayes carry the 

motion with Dean opposing, noting his vote represents the wishes of other 

members of the committee as well.  

[10c.] Dean: What about accepting students from Beaver Dam? Ralph: Do 

we even have a member of this chapter from down there? Dean: But we just 

opened things up to any university, why not include Beaver Dam? Mel: Or 

Colorado City? Ralph: Yes, but we're talking about two different issues 

when it comes to where applicants are from and where they can attend 

college. DISCUSSION. Roy: I've also already been questioned about why 

we don't offer this to Hurricane High School, which is in Washington 

County. Dean: Because Hurricane has its own active chapter. It should 

spearhead that. Ralph: I think we should table a decision on this matter for 

now. Roy: We'll proceed as we are for now. 

 

11. Development. Dean: I'd like to recommend that George Whitehead take 

over what I'm doing. I think some new blood is good. Durant: Do you want 

him to assist you for a year before you bow out. Dean: OK, that would be 

good. Ralph: I'm over Washington County in the LDS Public Affairs, and 

I've just called George Whitehead to be over the Hispanic outreach. If Dean 

retires from development director, I think he needs to stay on in an emeritus 

capacity because he has more history here than anyone.  

[11a.] Dean: I feel bad we weren't able to get out and see Hyrum and Gail's 

place during the dinner. Carol is doing well after her cancer surgery and is 

wanting to drive herself down here rather than have someone else do it.  

 

12. Pioneer History. Leo: I have four Dixie State students who want to 

come and hear me lecture at the dinner, is that OK? Bunk: That's wonderful. 

We'll feed them.  

[12a.] Leo: One thing that would make a great Moment in History would be 

to hear the history of Lloyd's dad pioneering the title insurance industry here 

in Southern Utah. Dean: One month from today, it will be the 50th 

anniversary of me buying my ranch (near Enterprise). I was the first title 
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insurance Howard Carter sold.  

 

13. President-elect's report. Ralph: I'll just mention that we tomorrow we 

vote. I have a sticker that says "I voted" and then another one underneath it 

that says "I barfed." Tomorrow's the day. 

 

14. Close at 10:26 a.m. 

[14a.] Lloyd offered the closing prayer. 
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SUP Cotton Mission Chapter Board Meeting Minutes 
 
Cache Valley Bank (St. George downtown office) 
 
December 5, 2016 
 
Attendees: Bunk Robinson, Royce Griffin, Ralph Atkin, Mel Duelmeier, Dave 
Summerhays, Durant McArthur, Don Burton, Thad Stewart and Kevin Jenkins 
appearing by phone.  
 
1. President Bunk Robinson called the meeting to order at 9:12 a.m.  
[1a.] Dave offered opening prayer.  
 
2. Secretary's report. No additions or amendments to last month's minutes. 
Moved and APPROVED unanimously that they be accepted. 
 
3. Treasurer's report. Mel: In the general account, we brought in $1,000 from 
the dinner; it cost us $892.50, so we made money. There was some dispute with 
Golden Corral over the number of meals paid for, the tax situation, but we 
straightened it out. $1,462 was paid in dues and scholarships. Two people paid 
national dues to us, so I've sent that money on to headquarters. Total in the 
account is $12,525.72. Scholarship fund received transfer of $652 from the 
general account. Total in that account is $35,573.71. There are three 
scholarships outstanding; one is a missionary who expects to return home in the 
spring and the other two just left recently. Moved and APPROVED unanimously 
that the report be accepted.  
 
4. Calendar. Bunk: The Executive Committee meeting will be Dec. 19th and the 
Christmas dinner will be on the 20th. Members are expected to be in Sunday 
dress for the dinner. Abe Young and two others will provide the entertainment. 
And we will install the 2017 leadership during that meeting; Don will do the 
swearing in as his last act as area vice president. David Hinton of the Hurricane 
chapter will succeed Don. He has been the director of the Family History Center 
in Kanab. Dave Evans will give the moment in history at the dinner. Ralph calls 
Lloyd Carter on the phone: Lloyd's in Florida but he has lined up the speakers 
and treks for the first six months of next year. The first board meeting of the new 
year will be Jan. 9. The Executive Committee meeting will move to Ralph's house 
in Bloomington.  
 
5. President's report. Bunk: Thad has accepted the invitation to be the new 
president-elect. Moved and APPROVED unanimously that Thad's nomination be 
accepted. 
[5a.] Bunk: We've discussed the possibility of forming a membership committee 
to help firm up our membership and recruitment. Royce declined invitation to lead 
the committee. DISCUSSION of SUP committee organization. Suggestion that 
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the committee work under Lloyd's direction. Durrant: I think membership is 
important enough that it ought to be a seat on the board. Bunk: I disagree. 
Royce: But if you see a member who has been absent three dinners in a row, we 
should be making an effort to reach out and bring them back in. It would be 
possible to know who to contact because Mel has a list of who pays for the 
dinners. DISCUSSION. We have trouble with some board members not reporting 
in the number of people who've said they'll be at the dinners. Ralph: We could 
put an item out on the tables at dinner encouraging people to provide updated 
information on phone numbers, addresses, etc. Kevin: Are we still pushing to get 
members' photos at the dinners? Dave: We started it in the fall, but there was a 
conflict with simultaneously trying to get the Executive board's photos, and then 
Bill Chapman left for the fall. Bunk: It probably would take a few dinner meetings 
to get them all done. DISCUSSION. Kevin: This month's dinner would be a nice 
time, because everyone will be dressed up. It would probably be easy to kind of 
ambush people as they walk in the door and just line them up for a quick photo. 
The hangup would be trying to get people to write their names -- assuming that 
we know who most of the members are, we wouldn't have to waste time having 
them write their names unless we're uncertain who they are. Ralph: Since we're 
just doing headshots, we wouldn't have to worry about whether they're dressed 
up. As far as the membership committee, Roland could do it but my thoughts 
have been that we should get a new member for it. David Humphrey would also 
be good. Bunk: He's looking for something different. Ralph: We've already 
agreed that the roster information should be updated / published quarterly. I'll be 
happy to talk to some of these new members to see what they're willing to do. 
But whoever ends up in this position, I think it would be good for Royce to sit in 
and guide them. I also think it would be good for the new members to be doing 
the dinner Moments in History. 
[5b.] A national report is due in February. Bunk will take care of it. 
 
6. Past president's report. Royce: Someone asked me if they can belong to the 
local chapter without paying national dues. Don: They're welcome to attend the 
meetings. Bunk: We could create an additional category for people in that 
situation. They'd have to pay for the dinners. Dave / Mel: You'd just have to 
expand the widows calling list assignment to include individuals interested in 
attending who aren't members.  
 
7. Communications / Community Involvement / Membership. Dave is asking 
to be replaced. Health problems and length of service factoring in. Ralph: Do you 
have a replacement in mind? Dave: We need to consider taking Bill Ehrnhart off 
committee assignment, also, because of his poor health. I don't think you're ever 
going to see him again. But I'll talk to him and ask him for his perspective on it. 
Bunk: Maybe that's something Max Turpin could take over. I tried to talk to Gary 
Smith, but never could find him. Lynn Bateman is all but inactive because of his 
age, etc. So that's another area we need to give consideration to. We may want 
to combine it with the Technology committee. DISCUSSION. Bunk: About the 
only person active in this area right now is Kent Beus. He does a great job with 
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the audio equipment. Max Turpin was one of the people we had talked about 
getting involved with the website -- we've got to get that website back up and 
running. Royce: Max could handle that -- replacing David Summerhays. Ralph: 
Well then, let's do it. Royce knows him well, so he will call him. Ralph: If Max is 
willing to do that, he will become one of the new directors. And Technology will 
go into that, so we won't have to worry about filling that anymore. So all that's left 
is Community Involvement and a Membership Director to fill. On Community 
Involvement,  DelRay Hammons will be home from a mission this month and can 
take that on. Mel: We've been paying membership dues for those who are on a 
mission. I don't know how the national office is going to handle an officer who is 
not paying their dues. We'll cover that, but national may object. Don: If they're at 
home on a mission, I'd think there won't be a problem. Mel: Do I need approval to 
pay for them? Ralph: I'd say just carry on.  
[7a.] David: As far as Communications, I'll just note that Roland has the 
newsletter out and we got the dinner article in the Spectrum newspaper, although 
the editor put in an error about the university.  
[7b.] David: We need the application for Richard Bradford if we're going to push 
his nomination through without his money. Mel: We can't do that. How can you 
put somebody in a position if he's not a member? We'll try to get notice to him to 
attend the dinner on the 20th.  
[7c.] Dave: We won't drop out completely, my wife just won't be able to do as 
much.  
[7d.] Ralph: Dean is hoping to pass Community Involvement on to one of the 
Whiteheads. George wants to be a member, but he's running into a bit of a 
financial concern. I also want to follow up on Doug Labrum and his wife. Also, 
Dennis Holland would like to join us. He's Jeffrey Holland's brother, and he's a 
historian. He just moved back to St. George. He's paid his national dues for life in 
California. 
 
8. Dinners. Bunk: I had questions about continuing to cater with Golden Corral 
and the Washington City Community Center venue. We ought to look at a 
different venue unless we're going to get the room at the Community Center 
where we can have the piano and a larger gathering. They can't get a piano and 
more than 80 people in that room they've had us using for some time. There are 
all kinds of places we could meet. The nice thing about the Community Center, 
its $500 for the whole year. Also, we need to sit down with Golden Corral if we 
want to continue with them. Their price can't be beat -- $1,250 for the year. 
Ralph: Some of the clubs do pot luck dinners, but that takes a lot of effort and 
we're bigger than they are. Bunk: I've never had anybody complain to me about 
having to pay for dinner.  
 
9. Trails and Landmarks. Durant: We're still working on the Temple Trail map. 
David Rogers and I have met with Ken Sizemore of D-ASIA to get things 
finished. Charles Topham is still doing a fine job on the monuments, so we seem 
to be in good shape.  
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10. Pioneer History. Don: I'm on Leo's committee as historian. I don't want to 
usurp Leo's place and I don't need to be attending more meetings, but if he's too 
busy to attend I can fill in. Durrant: He might want to switch from director to 
member and let Don be in charge. I kind of dragged him in to this. Ralph: It would 
be nice to keep Don on to maintain continuity. Bunk: Leo has only been to one 
meeting since he became chairman. Ralph: Leo won't feel bad if we make Don 
the chairman. We should get Dennis Holland on that committee, too.  
 
11. Close at 10:41 a.m. 
[11a.] Durrant offered the closing prayer. 
 
 
 

 


